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“It’s killing me to know this is going nation-
wide, because there’s absolutely no truth to 
it. Something’s gonna be put in the history 
books for my grandchildren to read, and it 
is just not true.”

Ed Myers, Kecksburg Fire Chief in 1965
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UFO crashology

The Kecksburg case stands as one  of 
those UFO cases that never should 

have been one.  If it weren’t for the 
highly exaggerated claims of a few du-
bious individuals and the efforts of sev-
eral UFO promoters, the case would have 
remained in the dust bin of “old solved 
mysteries”.  However, when it comes to 
making something out of nothing, UFOl-
ogists are experts.

While reading the materials and eyewit-
ness testimonies, I found it most interest-
ing that all sorts of people claim to have 
been present but there is little evidence 
to confirm they were there.  Some of 
these witnesses came from tens of miles 
away and had no idea where to go to find 
the crash site.  They then managed to get 
past all the local crowds and sneak into 
areas that were supposedly well guard-
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ed.  Others were able to see underneath 
the tarp covering the “object” and, de-
spite the flatbed driving rapidly by, were 
able to see distinctive writing. I wish my 
eyesight was this good in the dark. A lot 
of these stories just don’t sound realistic 
to me but, to a UFO crashologist, they are  
golden nuggets to be presented as fac-
tual. 

I want to thank Robert Young for all of his 
help in compiling the information for this 
issue.  He did most of the legwork and I 
am just putting this together in a form 
so people can readily reference the ma-
terial.  I also want to thank Roger Paquay 
and Oliver Hallen for their contributions 
this issue. Such contributions are always 
welcome.   

Per my request, Psychoclown provided SUNlite 
with this humourous bit of artwork to the left.
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Who’s blogging 
UFOs?

Last issue, I described how the UFO ex-
aminer put up, what appeared to be, 
satellite observations as evidence of a 
UFO “wave” occurring in Pennsylvania.  
Well, he continued to promote the wave 
with two reports that sound a lot like the 
ISS. On August 29, the ISS made a pass 
over Pennsylvania around 9:40 PM EDT.  
This is pretty close to the 9:15 PM time 
given by one of the witnesses 
and 10PM given by another.  

He then presented the idea 
that it part of a sharp increase 
in UFO sightings during the 
last few months.   Mr. Marsh 
announced that there was an 
August “boom” for UFO reports. 
He reported that  International 
director Clifford Clift stated they 
needed to look at the data over 
the next few months to deter-
mine what conclusions to draw.  
I guess that means the standard 
MUFON investigation results 
and ambiguous conclusions.  
Essentially, it means that you do the same 
old thing with the same old results!  I am 
just curious why MUFON does not invest 
in some technology to take to these hot 
spots and gather real data?  The state of 
Missouri was practically overflowing with 
UFO reports yet not one good bit of hard 
data regarding truly exotic UFO sightings, 
that could be verified, surfaced. I guess it 
says something about the quality of the 
reports, which matters over quantity.

Alejandro Rojas seems to think there 
really was no increase in August com-
pared to previous years. I think what is 
more important is the number of cases 
that are investigated and not solved than 
the number of reports. Raw reports can 
be made by the thousands.  What is more 
important are the cases that withstand 
critical scrutiny.

MUFON’s fearless leader Clifford Clift 
suggested that media reports and MU-
FONs international symposium may 
have prompted these UFO reports. 
Hmmm....where have I heard about the 
media causing an increase in UFO reports 
before?

As if the Pennsylvania wave/August 
“boom” was not enough, the UFO ex-
aminer  then started promoting what 
was occurring in Missouri.  Last issue, 

I pointed out how ridiculous the report 
filed by the a MUFON investigator from 
the area was.  MUFON finally decided to 
send one of their beloved “STAR Teams” 
to the “Show me state”.  I doubted they 
would accomplish much as I have come 
to the conclusion that some STAR team 
can be just as biased as the standard MU-
FON investigators.  One would think that 
these MUFON STAR teams would actual-
ly get out an obtain really good data us-
ing state of the art video/photographic 
equipment. Instead, they just perform a 
detailed investigation, which is what the 
state MUFON investigators should have 
done in the first place.  

While commenting about the events,  
Roger Marsh chose to suggest it was 
probably some sort of secret military 
operation and then complained that the 
mainstream media was not picking this 
all up.   Well, the news did pick it up and 
found a potential solution to some of the 
sightings.  Apparently, a group of stunt 
fliers called “KC Flight” practice at night 
so they can perform stunts at Friday 
night football games.  One of the pilot’s, 
Phillip Lamb, described how the group is 
finding the reports that MUFON has been 
promoting amusing.   One wonders why 
the television reporters were able to find 
a solution so quickly while local MUFON 

investigators appeared to be clueless.   

MUFON would later release a statement 
from the STAR team that the demonstra-
tion team caused several of the UFO re-
ports on October 4th and that B-2s were 
also responsible for some of the UFO re-
ports. It is unclear if they learned about 
the demonstration team because of the 

local television’s investiga-
tion or they informed the 
station of their results. Pilot 
Phillip Lamb says his group 
probably caused reports On 
October 3rd  as well.    I find 
an interesting comparison 
between this event and the 
Arizona UFOs of 1997 de-
scribed in SUNlite 2-3 and 
some of the Stephenville 
reports in 2004.  In all these 
cases, we have very similar 
descriptions.  Witnesses re-
ported seeing huge triangu-
lar craft flying very low and 
silent.  What they really saw 

were just aircraft in formation with lights.  
One would think that UFOlogists would 
have a “lessons learned”  file somewhere 
so they can take a look into that possibil-
ity before they proclaim what the wit-
nesses saw was something unearthly. 

Other UFO reports mentioned by the 
UFO examiner in relation to the Missouri 
“flap” don’t sound too impressive. One 
witness states they saw a bright object 
in the east that moved westward over six 
hours time. Even more impressive is this 
“UFO” had been seen on at least one pre-
vious day in the same location.  Last is-
sue, I mentioned the source of such UFO 
reports. The planet Jupiter is in the east 
after sunset and is a very likely suspect 
here.  I guess even a cursory examination 
of these reports before promoting them 
is too much to expect.

Joe Capp pronounced that the Caesar 
video was not a blimp and that evil 
skeptics were trying to undermine 
the witness. I discussed the video back 
in SUNlite 3-4.  I stated that it was prob-
ably a blimp or man made aircraft used 
in conjunction with the Yankees-Red Sox 
game at Yankee stadium.    Capp original-
ly told Reality Uncovered’s forum (which 
he keeps calling “reality TV”) that one 
could not see Yankee stadium from Cae-
sar’s apartment. Now it seems that one 
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of others.  She should be ashamed.

The UFO Iconoclasts/Anthony Bragalia 
have been going on about the 1966 
Wanaque UFO sightings.  Like all the old 
cases, one can’t really resolve much from 
the information but Lance Moody alerted 
me to a photograph that was supposedly 
taken by a witness to the sightings. 

Any astronomer will probably recognize 
the image. In case people have a hard 
time recognizing it, try comparing it to 
this image I took with a 200mm lens of a 
specific deep sky object:

Yes, somebody tried to pass off a photo-
graph of the Andromeda Galaxy (perhaps 
taken from a textbook) as a UFO photo-
graph!  If you look closely, you will see all 
the stars in my photograph match up with 
the stars in the UFO image.  

Did Clifford Clift really suggest that 
the United States set off a few nuclear 
weapons to increase UFO activity in the 
USA?  Is this what one would consider the 
leader of one of UFOlogy’s major groups? 
Even if this is a comedy sketch and he was 
just joking, the message it sends is very 
disturbing for those who find UFOlogy a 
serious pursuit.  Maybe Clift should give 
up UFOlogical research and switch to 
comedy. Then again, one might call UFOl-
ogy a comedy of sorts.  

Robert Salas posted a petition on the 
White House web site, which basically 
amounts to wanting “disclosure” of the 
government’s cover-up activities.  The 

goal was to gain 5,000 signatures in a 
month. On October 19th (several weeks 
later), the tally only indicated 71 signa-
tures.  I am sure the petition has those in-
volved in the “cover-up” shaking in their 
boots.  If the cover-up has been so suc-
cessful for over sixty years, I doubt that 
a bunch of UFO aficionados will change 
anything. This is more of a publicity stunt 
for Salas to keep him relevant in the UFO 
community as his claims about a UFO 
caused missile shutdown at Oscar Flight 
continue to lack any credibility. 

Kevin Randle wondered where all the 
good UFO reports have gone.  This is a 
very good question.  In my opinion, the 
reason why there aren’t any good UFO 
reports is because there are plenty of 
resources to identify the source of most 
of these reports.  Of the three promi-
nent cases in the past fifteen years (Ari-
zona, Stephenville, and O’Hare), only the 
O’Hare case remains “mysterious”.  Even 
that case lacks any solid evidence. All we 
are left with are mysterious reports from 
unidentified individuals.  Not a single 
photograph exists demonstrating that 
something “unearthly” was actually seen!  
As a result, we are left with ambiguous 
cases from the decades ago where one 
can argue endlessly about without any 
possible conclusion. 

Dr. Bruce Maccabee revealed that he 
has uncovered evidence that demon-
strates the Goodyear blimp had noth-
ing to do with the Rogue River sight-
ing.  While the logs seem to seal the deal, 
there are some inconsistencies. For in-
stance, the blimp was photographed in 
the San Francisco bay area when it was 
supposedly in Portland Oregon! A prob-
able solution is the photograph’s listed 
date is wrong.  Last issue I mentioned 
how the blimp explanation was discussed 
in the James Randi Forum discussion on 
the subject and it jokingly evolved into 
the “Gay Rodeo” blimp.  While it was one 
proposed explanation, it was not the only 
one.  I thought it was more likely that it 
was a plane seen under conditions simi-
lar to the Catalina island UFO film of 1966 
(which also was a plane).  One of these 
days I am going to build a time machine 
to go back and see what really happened 
in all these old UFO cases.

can see Yankee stadium from there but it 
was not a blimp.  Capp duplicated my ef-
forts regarding blimps. I had previously 
admitted that I could not find the offend-
ing blimp either but there are other craft 
that can hover and provide aerial camera 
shots for baseball games.   The lighting vis-
ible indicates standard lighting for aircraft 
including an anticollision strobe. Ignoring 
this lighting and all the pertinent informa-
tion regarding a baseball game (Capp in-
correctly states there was a double-header 
that day), shows a poor research method-
ology.  He was blinded by his desire to be-
lieve what was recorded was something 
exotic and not something ordinary. 

It was pointed out to me that the source 
of the UFO model in the Trent pho-
tographs may have appeared in Life 
Magazine’s photographic database of 
the Trents.  Mr. Trent seems quite at home 
standing next to that truck with the wing 
mirrors that look familiar. 

Leslie Kean is desperately trying to spin 
the issue with the Petit-Rechain photo-
graph in her favor. Despite skeptics pro-
claiming the photograph was a probable 
hoax, she was more than willing to accept 
the flawed analyses of various UFO scien-
tists as being accurate. Now that the wit-
ness has come forward and said it was all 
a hoax, she is attempting to shift blame by 
attacking the witness as a liar.  There is no 
doubt that Patrick lied by hoaxing the im-
age in the first place but, instead of admit-
ting they were fooled, UFOlogists are now 
resorting to doing something they accuse 
skeptics of doing all the time, which is at-
tacking the witness.  Time and time again, 
Kean finds it easy to blame others for her  
failure to follow-up and verify the research 
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A person’s own reality is constructed over 
time through their individual and intricate 
history, past, present and possible future. 
It is projected via our personality cover-
ing countless areas ranging from our 
dreams and expectations to the normal 
and bizarre, influenced by the hopefully 
evolving viewpoint we have. The attitude 
and experiences of a person dictates 
very much how something is interpreted 
through that individual’s own reality and 
how it is used. All of this is reflected in our 
very being and is fed into the subject and 
beyond through our research, creating a 
constant cycle between us and it. Such 
important areas like, for instance, memo-
ries, imagination, drugs, illness, halluci-
nations, technology and hypnosis have 
to be taken into account when consider-
ing how they can influence and affect our 
view of reality concerning the field. The 
supposed paranormal can manifest itself 
in many assorted ways dependant on 
ones idea of reality, bringing about the 
important questions: does it exist outside 
of us, inside or a mixture and what kind 
of control do we have in this, if any? The 
ways in which different personal realities 
understand existence can be very hard 
to grasp in the context of such an open, 
complex and ambiguous field as this. 
The lines can be blurred and perplexing 
when trying to determine the boundar-
ies and interaction in such framework. 
Through its intricacy overall, the subject 
lends itself easily to confusion. Reality 
can be as strange and captivating as ufol-
ogy is, and as wearisome and predictable 
too. How can one not be enthralled by all 
this when viewing our lives through the 

Image courtesy of Matt Graeber

The Roswell 
Corner

Roswell debris goes missing!

Frank Kimbler announced in early Sep-
tember, that he had lost a piece of UFO 
debris he found at the crash site.  He had 
mailed it via Fedex to a scientific labora-
tory for analysis.  When it made it there, 
the package was apparently empty!  
There are three possibilities. The first be-
ing that it was never mailed in the pack-
age.  The second was that the package 
was opened en route and the piece re-
moved by the individuals/organization 
that opened it.  The third possibility was 
that the piece was removed when it was 
opened at the lab by somebody.  What is 
the most likely?  Things that may you go 
hmmmmm.....

Kevin Randle complained about 
the location of the crash site

Somebody (he who shall not be named?) 
stated that Randle’s Bill Brazel site is the 
wrong crash location.  Randle pointed 
out that Bill Brazel showed it to him and, 
therefore, this makes it correct.  I wonder 
why two scientific digs/efforts (CUFOS 
and Doleman’s group) in the area turned 
up nothing significant but Frank Kimbler 
loitering around in the same area (ac-
cording to Randle) managed to discover 
debris of “unusual nature”.  What does 
this say for the two efforts previously 
conducted and why didn’t they find 
these things?

Proposed  new Roswell UFO  
museum cancelled?

A new 25 million dollar UFO museum has 
been cancelled and the plot of land set 
aside for it is up for sale.  The UFO mu-
seum plans on staying at its current lo-
cation.  Did somebody really think it was 
worth 25 million dollars to build a UFO 
museum?  If people were really interest-
ed in investigating UFOs instead of pro-
moting them, they could have found a 
way to put the 25 million dollars to good 
use instead of wasting it on some tourist 
trap.

There has never been a paranormal 
theory in ufology that has ever con-

vinced me in the slightest that what it 
proposes and what has been presented 
to back it over the years has any validity 
at all. But what about the ways in which 
all this fits into our lives and perception 
of the universe. How they slot in with the 
nature of our own reality is a very intrigu-
ing matter, one that brings about many 
curious areas, questions and ideas which 
lead us to some fascinating discoveries 
and places. Like a great deal in this field 
though, navigating throughout it can 
be a perilous and uncomfortable task, 
one you must certainly be well prepared 
for. Considering it though, if an esoteric 
viewpoint of ufology is in some way ac-
curate, could the answer to this impor-
tant enigma lie beyond our own reality 
and, if so, how could we ever hope to 
acquire and understand it? It is very pos-
sible that we would never figure it out, 
however much we desperately try or 
want to. Then again, even if we think we 
could, would we be able to convey what 
it truly means and how it affects not only 
ourselves, but the world at large?

Trying to visualise reality and its meaning 
at a personal, global and universal level 
in ufology is a journey which requires 
looking in-depth at existence itself. Who 
we are, what we are, what we think, how 
we feel, where we go, what we do, how 
we do it ...everything. But can we hon-
estly look at our own lives in this way or 
are we simply to close to ever provide an 
accurate, useful analysis, and everyone 
else to far.

All our realities
Oliver Hallen



diverse and complicated lens of ufology 
and the ways in which it shapes us?

Though beliefs and the notion of it are 
much debated and controversial, the 
many various ones found right through 
the subject are all influenced in some way 
and extent by the personal world con-
structed through life, this being used to 
comprehend that which was chosen and 
help make sense of the world by means of 
this choice. People have always found ap-
peal in the enlightenment and scale that 
a belief supposedly provides and how it 
travels beyond what is perceived as the 
normal world. So many have for such a 
long time looked to it in various aspects 
of life as a guiding light in the darkness 
and confusion thrown up by existence by 
providing the nessesary truths that are 
sought, ufology being no different here. 
It is what countless folk have turned to to 
some how change and direct their world, 
whatever their plain of existence or state 
of mind. A faith’s scope in ufology for the 
amazing and its purpose and function in 
reality for its followers can be limitless, 
though this is definitely not to say it is all 
of a useful or positive nature. The system 
and limits that are imposed by a set be-
lief can seriously affect the way in which 
all the variety of areas in ufology are re-
searched and contemplated, flowing into 
the field at large with little or no filtering, 
instigating all manner of problems rang-
ing from unfounded accusation and inac-
curacy to misunderstanding. Whatever 
the context belief is used in regarding 
ufology, and we can see how varied all of 
it can be, we must always balance it with 
rationality. Blindly following a person-
ally tailored faith without question or de-
viation is definitely wrong, showing you 
only what you want to see. It is vital to 
recognise the difference between belief 
and fact.

Concerning the world outside of us, there 
is definite links between the physical and 
our own reality with outer factors shap-
ing our very character, leading us to a 
hopefully fuller understanding of who 
we are, what we are doing and where 
we are going. For example, what we see 
or hear about something, including the 
way in which it is presented to us, influ-
ences ways in which we think about that 
particular area, how we deal with it and 
how we pass it on should we chose to. 
The different physical environments and 

events we find or put ourselves in and 
the personal links we can have to these 
is certainly of real importance. The im-
pact an occurrence can have can drasti-
cally change your life ranging from your 
personality and approach to situations 
to human relations, and of course, not al-
ways for the better. We have all seen how 
much emphasis can be placed on physi-
cal aspects from any angle for different 
reasons when researching and how they 
can be both used and misused by ufolo-
gists and others. How we interact with 
the outside world and all its possibilities 
should always make us look at and ques-
tion the divide between our reality and 
the physical, and the strong and various 
links that exist throughout.

Our minds can and do change over time 
and bring about new and different ways 
of working, adapting and understand-
ing, good and bad. The evolution of real-
ity shows us that, in whatever form and 
magnitude, it is growing and changing 
with us whether we realise it or not. How 
we react to this can alter the course of 
our lives for both the better and worse. 
Reality nevertheless can be modified and 
controlled to suit ones own biased views, 
shaping the world both inside and out to 
match what is seen as being truthful even 
in the face of what logic and wisdom tells 
us is not. Such areas as logic and wisdom 
though can be the enemy of a true be-
liever and sceptic mentality. What must 
be considered in all this regardless of who 
you are is that our own concept of reality 
in ufology could be wrong on any level. 
How can anybody be certain of every-
thing concerning such an untrustworthy, 
dubious and unproven subject as this? Is 
reality here built more on self-delusion 
and mistake than genuine existence and 
happening, a complex construct made for 
personal reasons? Regrettably, although 
not surprising, it does play an important 
part in the lives of many researchers and 
others, with it spanning the varied spec-
trum of possibilities.

It is an essential part of study to look out-
side of your own viewpoint and approach 
to get as full an understanding as possible 
of ufology, and be able to examine and 
make use of what you discover and learn 
here in your own research. Too many peo-
ple get set into a comfortable and narrow 
path which limits their scope, affecting 
the work they do in the field and how 

it is used and viewed. They bolster and 
protect their position by carefully picking 
what suits and fits into what they believe 
is correct, ignoring or attacking anything 
outside the rule. The style and strength of 
reality can vary massively from person to 
person, with what helps or hinders it be-
ing of great diversity. We must remember 
that a threat to a persons reality is in turn 
a threat to there identity and existence, 
thus survival and preservation here can 
come at great cost. What are considered 
as positives in this can be just as damag-
ing though when used in the wrong way. 
A lot of the time, I feel ufologists can be 
their own worst enemies.

Examining where we stand as a race now, 
and the road we took to get to where we 
are, is essential to understanding not just 
the past and present, but the future of 
ufology and how we can best approach 
and comprehend it, whatever the angle. 
I believe that what so many people need 
to realise is that with a pragmatic mind-
set and methods it will lead to the right 
perspective, and with this perspective 
we are that bit closer to understanding 
not just the field as a whole, but also our-
selves.

Oliver Hallen is an ufologist based in Eng-
land. Having been involved with this sub-
ject for over 20 years, he has conducted 
many varied research projects which in-
clude running his own UFO newsletter 
debris field times, writing a monthly UFO 
column for the Congleton Chronicle news-
paper for more than two years, acquiring 
assorted documentation from various 
sources, maintaining his database project 
and contributing articles to UFO Research 
Queensland’s UFO Encounter journal, Phe-
nomena magazine and Anomaly maga-
zine’s website.
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Most of what is known about the Ke-
cksburg event comes from testimo-

nies made decades after the actual event. 
Any critical examination of the case must 
start by examining the documentation 
from newspapers, magazines, and the 
Blue Book files.  One can then see how 
the event was recorded in 1965.  

“A tremendous flash of light”

Around 4:43 PM EST on December 
9, 1965, witnesses in the states sur-

rounding Lake Erie saw a brilliant meteor 
that cast shadows onto the ground and 
left a debris trail in the sky that was visible 
for between twenty and sixty minutes.  It 
was a truly incredible sight for those who 
saw it and it generated a great deal of ex-
citement in the media and at project Blue 
Book. 

Most of the reports came from the cities/
towns lining the western half of Lake Erie.  
In Detroit and its suburbs, there were re-
ports that a plane had crashed into Lake 
St. Claire, which prompted the Coast 
Guard to investigate. They could not lo-
cate any evidence of an airplane crash, 
which demonstrates how inaccurate and 
confusing these initial reports were.

Statements made by witnesses in the 
area described the brightness of the me-
teor, a sonic boom, and that the debris 
trail lasted in the sky for some time:

The light was so intense it created shad-
ows. “As I stepped out of the door of my 
house, there was a tremendous flash 
of light, brighter than day,” said Grosse 
Pointe policeman Edmund Denthuys.”I 
saw my shadow on the ground from it,” he 
added.1 

In Toledo, where the fireball was first re-
ported, residents saw a blinding flash of 
blue-white light in the sky northeast of 
the city. Switchboards lighted up almost 
instantly, most of the callers believing a 
plane had exploded.2

Jack Kuechtges, Indian Hollow road, 
Grafton reported seeing a “flash in the 
sky” at about 4:45 pm. “It exploded over 
the lake near Lorain. There was a white 

puff of smoke in the sky for about 20 min-
utes after the explosion,” he said.3

...Mrs. Margaret Lankin, who with her 
daughter had been hanging clothes 
when the fireball appeared. About 30 sec-
onds after it disappeared, they heard loud 
detonations...H. Needham at the London, 
Ontario airport...described the lingering 
train as seen most of the time against a 
clear western sky.4 

A majority of the observations of the fire-
ball came from the states bordering Lake 
Erie.  The further away the witnesses, the 
less likely they were to report it as it was 
low on the horizon and not as bright.

Meanwhile, at Blue Book

In his book, UFOs: An insider’s view of 
the official quest for evidence, Dr. Roy 

Craig made the following observation:

What I found at Project Blue Book was lit-
tle concern by Major Quintanilla, who was 
in charge of the project at that time, or 
by anyone else there, about the fact that 
public reports of UFO sightings were not 
investigated seriously by a great number 
of the “UFO Officers,” one officer being so 
designated at each air base. Their interest 
was intense, however, in details of any re-
port which might have been triggered by 
a satellite in decaying orbit and burning 
as it reentered the atmosphere.  Blue Book 
personnel actively searched for pieces of 
reentered satellite, for the obvious and 
practical reason of learning what materi-
als of construction the Russians were then 
using in their satellite program.5 

This became very evident on December 
9, 1965.  The Blue Book file on the event 
includes what appears to be the duty 
officer’s log, which accounts for all that 
transpired that night.

1835-2100 - This appears to be a sum-
mary of the events that transpired during 
this time period.  The duty log describes 

December 9, 1965: The historical record

receiving a phone call from Major Hork-
amf of USAF defense command.  The 
Major passed on information about re-
ceiving reports coming from the Detroit 
air defense command sector and to be 
prepared for UFO sightings.  The log also 
mentions an AP report.  Major Quintanilla 
was called and he came to the base. The 
reports from Kecksburg in the media ap-
parently convinced them to send some 
AF personnel from the nearest location.  
The entry mentions a call to the Oakdale 
radar station and the dispatching of a 
three man team to pick up an object that 
supposedly started a fire. Additionally, 
somebody from Flint, Michigan called, 
stating they had picked up something 
that had fallen out of the sky.  Calls from 
the news media were directed towards 
the USAF information officer.  Finally, the 
entry mentions Quintanilla calling SPA-
DATS asking if they had any reentering 
space debris.  They replied in the nega-
tive, which had Quintanilla draw the con-
clusion that it may be a meteorite.

2250 - Detroit radio called requesting an 
exchange of information.  They had re-
ports of three objects but were not sure if 
anything hit.  The response by the officer 
was that they knew as much as the radio 
station.  

2300 - NORAD called wondering if the 
Oakdale team reported anything. They 
had yet to receive information.  Major 
Quintanilla stated he would call them 
during the duty day if any word comes 
out of Oakdale.

2323 - A call from Mr. J.L. Borassa, Chief  
Special operations division OEP, describ-
ing the retrieval of three strips of alumi-
num from Lapeer, Michigan. 

2340 - Officer called Lapeer, Michigan. 
The aluminum strips were going to be 
brought to him in the morning and he 
wanted to keep one for analysis.  He 
agreed to send two strips to Blue Book.



woods across from her home. It was ap-
parently the fragment which caused the 
fires.10

Lt. Jack Trumbull of Elyria said the con-
centrated pattern of the fires led him to 
believe they could have been touched off 
by a fireball or meteor which shattered as 
it hit the ground.11

A group of children playing near a school 
in Lorain reported another chunk dropped 
into a schoolyard.12

The threesome with a sudden awakened 
interest in Astronomy and meteorites are 
twins Joe and Mike Kovacs, 11, sons of Mr. 
and Mrs. Joseph Kovacs, 629 Hilliard Rd 
and Bryan Schue, 10,son of Mr and Mrs 
Charles Schue, 618 Hilliard Rd... The three 
boys, all students at Spring Valley School, 
found the 10 pieces in their yards. The frag-
ments weighed approximately six ounces 
a peice In color they are metallic blue, at 
first glance resembling ‘clinkers” from a 
coal furnace Closer examination reveals 
unusual gaseous-formed bubbles on the 
surface and extending into the heart of 
the material. The pieces were still warm 
when picked up the boys reports and had 
“a smokey smell” about them. Joe Kovacs 
found the first piece in the backyard at his 
home before going to school yesterday 
morning. He launched his search after 
hearing radio reports about the fireball he 
explained.13

All of these bits of debris that were re-
ported never panned out and did not re-
ceive the heavy attention from the press 
like the Kecksburg reports. The materials 
from Lapeer was mentioned in the press 
but that very evening, Blue Book was in 

contact with the person who found it.  
There was no need to send anyone to the 
location. It turned out to be radar chaff.  
The other less publicized bits of debris 
were what meteorite hunters call, “me-
teor-wrongs”.  All were just earthly rocks 
and metallic debris.

Mystery in the woods

Back in Kecksburg, the confusion be-
gan when eight-year old Nevin Kalp 

told his mother that he saw a star on 
fire.  Kalp’s mother looked out in the di-
rection her son had stated where he 
saw the object. There, low in the sky, she 
saw a “puff of smoke” hanging over the 
woods.   According to the national ob-
server, Mrs. Kalp hesitated to tell anyone 
but, because the Pittsburgh radio station 
was broadcasting a program about UFOs 
(Frank Edwards states he was being inter-
viewed by Mike Levine at station KDKA), 
she decided to call the state police stat-
ing something had come down in the 
woods.

According to the article appearing in 
the Greenburg-Tribune review, Mrs. Kalp 
also called the radio station to tell them 
the reports of a plane coming down in 
the woods were incorrect and it was the 
fireball that had come down there.  Her 
phone then began to ring off  the hook.  
Mrs. Kalp described talking to the state 
police and even a “naval officer”.  All 
wanted to know where the “object” had 
fallen.  

As the word got out about the crash site 
location, curious people began to mi-
grate into the area and cause huge traffic 
jams on the small roads.   The state po-

7

The important thing to draw from this 
whole document is that Blue Book and 
others were interested in Kecksburg be-
cause the press had reported some sort 
of object had fallen from the sky.  As Dr. 
Craig pointed out, they were looking for 
reentering Russian hardware.  This is prob-
ably why Quintanilla asked SPADATS if 
any space debris was due to come down. 
It is also why the closest AF location was 
contacted (Oakdale radar station was 
only 40-50 miles from Kecksburg) and a 
team of personnel sent to investigate.

The sky is falling

As one can see from the log, Kecksburg 
was not the only place that reported 

debris falling from the sky that witnesses 
claimed were from the fireball.  

Near Lapeer, Mich., 40 miles north of De-
troit, police will again search a swamp 
where a sheriff’s deputy, Lenny Tolly, 
found shredded foil Thursday. “It looks 
like it may have come from the deal (the 
fireball),” said Tolly. He said the foil was 
made of lead and shredded in strips one 
sixteenth of an inch wide.6

In  Michigan, several children found 
strange metallic-particles which may 
have been thrown off by the disintegrat-
ing fireball as it plunged through the air 
Thursday night. Brian Parent and Larry 
Jones, Mich., both 11,of Livonia, Mich said 
they picked up a piece of lightweight gray-
ish fused metal about the size of a base-
ball which fell into a field. Smaller chunks 
of similar material,’ were found by children 
in Warren, Mich.7

Near Jackson,13 -year -old Roy Root found 
a 15 -pound metallic object in a field near 
his farm home at Concord. He told news-
men the object was in a hole two feet deep 
and was still hot when it was discovered.8

A boy reported seeing a flaming object fell 
from the sky into the woods near his home 
on the outskirts of Cleveland, but sheriff’s 
officers dispatched to the ‘area near the 
village of North Eaton found nothing. And 
the highway patrol in Ashtabula, east of 
Cleveland, reported the fireball had been 
seen from that area.9

In Elyria, Mrs. Ralph Richards, 2301 West 
River Rd. North, reported seeing a fireball 
“ the size of a volleyball” plunge into the 
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“Orange ball of fire falls near Kecks-6. 
burg; sighted in seven states, Cana-
da” The Daily courier. Connellsville, 
PA 10 December 1965, p.1

“That Fiery Object Enormous Me-7. 
teor” The Post-Standard. Syracuse, 
NY.11 December 1965, p1

“Thousands in Michigan see intense 8. 
flash” Ironwood Daily Globe. Iron-
wood, Michigan. 10 December 1965. 
p.1.

“Mystery flash sparks fires” 9. The Post-
Standard.Syracuse, NY. 10 December 
1965, p1

“Fireball slams into county from Lake 10. 
Erie to Eaton: Sets grass fires; meteor-
ite blamed.” The Chonicle-Telegram. 
Elyria, Ohio. 10 December 1965, p. 3

“Bright light of fireball flashes across 11. 
U. S., Sparks rumors, calls” The Post-
Crescent. Appleton, WI. 10 Decem-
ber 1965, p1

“Fireball slams into county from Lake 12. 
Erie to Eaton: Sets grass fires; meteor-
ite blamed.” The Chonicle-Telegram. 
Elyria, Ohio. 10 December 1965, p. 3

“Find may be meteor bits”13. The Choni-
cle-Telegram. Elyria, Ohio. 11 Decem-
ber 1965, p1

“Searchers fail to find ‘object’”.  14. The 
Tribune-Review(city edition). Greens-
burg, Pa. 10 December 1965. p.1.

lice, apparently concerned for safety of 
people trying to get into the woods and 
potential damage to private property, 
sealed off the road leading to the search 
area.  The Miller farm became the site of 
most of the activity with the state police 
monitoring the search.

Reporter Robert Gatty interviewed sev-
eral individuals.  One of these was volun-
teer fireman Dale Howard.  He reported 
hearing a “thump” nearby from his home. 
When he arrived, he was employed as be-
ing part of the road block. He told Gatty 
that the state police and army had direct-
ed him not to allow anyone into the area. 
This would end up creating the mislead-
ing headline “ Army ropes off area”.  In 
truth, it was the state police’s operation.  
Gatty would also pick up on a story that 
the US Army engineers were to arrive 
later.  

Meanwhile, radio reporter John Mur-
phy went on a wild search for the crash 
site.  According to Bob Young, he initial-
ly thought the crash site was a burning 
wood pile near the Norvelt golf course.  
He eventually found the area and be-
gan talking to the bystanders watching 
the volunteer firemen and state police 
search the woods. He talked to Carl Metz, 
the state police fire marshall.  Metz gave 
him a non-response and referred him to 
the army.   Murphy then talked to Cap-
tain Joseph Dussia, the state police troop 
commander.  Dussia told him to go to the 
barracks where he and the Army’s 662nd 
radar squadron might be able to make a 
statement.  When Murphy arrived at the 
barracks he saw at least one member of 
the USAF wearing Lieutenant bars as well 
as some personnel wearing army uni-
forms.  

At this point in time, it appears that the 
initial search of the woods resulted in 
nothing being found.  The members of 
the radar squadron seemed to have just 

arrived at the state police barracks and 
had not even gone down to the woods.   
Some local fireman reported seeing blue 
flashing lights in the woods. This initiated 
a second search, which seemed to involve 
the members of the military.  

As it got later in the evening, people be-
gan to lose interest and left the area.  No 
source of the blue flashing light was dis-
covered and neither was any object.  By 2 
AM, the USAF officer in charge, satisfied 
that nothing of importance was present, 
went back to his base and reported noth-
ing was found. 

Still, the state police and local media were 
not satisfied. The next morning another 
search was conducted of the woods with 
the same results.  There was absolutely 
no indication of anything ever crashing 
into the woods. Captain Dussia would re-
lease a statement of the negative results 
and then comment, “Someone made a 
mountain out of a molehill.”14
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Searching the woods

Bob Young’s work regarding the events 
of December 9th, 1965 reveals some 

interesting items that were never re-
vealed by those promoting the case.  He 
reports that the woods was searched sev-
eral times. This included a search the fol-
lowing morning in broad daylight by the 
state police and media.  Like the search 
the night before, nothing was found.  

The image below documents the search-
es conducted by various indivdiuals/
groups that Bob Young had interviewed. 
All reported finding nothing.  To the right 
is a 1967 aerial image showing the loca-
tion of two of the farms and one family 
(Hays), who lived in the area.  The Miller 
farm was the site of most of the excite-
ment that night.  The Kovacina’s also saw 
a lot of people searching the woods that 
night but saw no object crash or military 
personnel.  Only the Hays seemed to have 
reported anything (marked by the crash 
site circle) and that was decades later. On 
the night of 9 December, Mr. Hays report-
ed seeing nothing to the local media.

9
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Oakdale was part of the Nike air de-2. 
fense system of Pittsburgh (See im-
age below), which had Army person-
nel manning the missile sites.  This 
association with the Army would 
give the impression to outsiders that 
they were Army personnel.

Oakdale, being part of the Nike sys-3. 
tem might have had some Army per-
sonnel at the base. It is possible that 
the  USAF officer in charge was able 
to acquire a few privates from the 
army unit for this kind of work. 

It was less than twenty years since 4. 
the USAF became an independent 
service.  WWII veterans would have 
remembered that the AF was once 
part of the Army.  This could create 
confusion in some minds, who mixed 
up the two services. 

All of this confusion about the Army and 
Air Force would eventually lead to inac-
curate headlines and generate stories of 
Army involvement in later retellings of 
the story.

The mystery light

Late in the evening, various individuals 
saw a blue light in the woods. This was 

not explained right away but Bob Young 
was able to track down a person, who ad-
mitted it was a prank they were playing 
that night (see figure #2 on next page). 

Where are the engineers?

The story about the Army engineers 
and other specialists was more rumor 

than fact.  According to Bob Young, it was 
being circulated around between the 
troopers and fireman. The media then 
picked up on this and reported it.  As 
one can see in the Blue Book files, there 
was no mention of sending anybody but 
the Radar Squadron personnel.  So, who 
made the call for the engineers (for which 
there is no record)? The idea that a junior 
AF officer would make a decision of call-
ing in additional units without permis-
sion is unheard of in the US military es-
pecially when it involves units from other 
services. Additionally, it appears that he 
lacked any sort of communication with 
anybody in the command structure.  As it 
was, Blue Book seemed to have a difficult 
time contacting them!

There were certain issues raised in 1965 
that have reasonable explanations.  

Many of these were resolved by Bob 
Young’s research and are outlined here.

The puff of smoke

The first question has to do with what 
Mrs. Kalp saw that night. She reported 

seeing a “puff of smoke” over the woods.  
Bob Young plotted the sighting line from 
her location towards the point in the sky 
where the meteor dust trail would have 
been and discovered that it lined up cor-
rectly with the woods, where all the ex-
citement occurred (see Figure #1 on next 
page).

Explosive thump!

The report by Dale Howard, which 
appeared in the local papers, men-

tioned  hearing an explosion or “thump” 
that evening around the same time the 
fireball was seen.  The Tribune-Review 
would follow-up on this and state it prob-
ably came from a nearby quarry that had 
exploded some dynamite (see the article 
on page 34).

Army, Navy, or Air Force?

It seems there was a lot of confusion 
about what branches of the military 

were present that night.  It is an estab-
lished fact that the USAF sent members of 
the 662nd Radar Squadron from Oakdale 
to Kecksburg.  However, where do all the 
stories about soldiers and sailors come 
from?  There are several explanations.

The first report by Mrs. Kalp talking to a 
naval officer sounds like a miscommuni-
cation over the phone. If she physically 
met the officer, she may have confused  
the “sky blue” uniforms worn by the USAF 
officers with the Navy blue worn by Na-
val officers.  For somebody who may have 
never seen a Naval or USAF officer before 
it seems like a plausible explanation.

The confusion between AF and army per-
sonnel has several factors to consider:

The types of uniforms being worn 1. 
by the personnel sent from the Ra-
dar station were probably different.  
The Officer probably was wearing a 
standard blue AF uniform but the en-
listed could have been wearing the 
green working uniforms that looked 
a lot like the Army working fatigues.  
The two different uniforms would 
give the impression of two different 
services being involved.  

1965 issues explained

Nike missile system layout for Pittsburgh in 1968 (http://ed-thelen.org/page_b_35.gif ). Notice that the missile batteries were manned by 
Army and National Guard units.

A cartoon poking fun at the USAF blue uniforms and how they 
could be mistaken for some other profession.

http://ed-thelen.org/page_b_35.gif
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Figure 1. Bob Young’s analysis of how the fireball dust trail could be misperceived as a “puff of smoke”

Figure 2: Bob Young’s map of the search area for the night of 9 December, 1965.  Note the location of the road blocks and the lcoation of the strobe light prank that confused searchers
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A case study demonstrating how in-
accurate or false information pub-

lished by a well-known UFOlogist can 
remain unexamined while being cited 
for years, even decades, is that of the late 
Ivan Sanderson and his 1965 article, “The 
Abominable Space Thing”.1

Just about sunset on December 9, 1965 
tens of thousands2 in ten states and On-
tario witnessed a bright bolide meteor. 
Among the witnesses were a woman and 
her children near Kecksburg, Pennsylva-
nia about 45 miles east of Pittsburgh. This 
incident has been called the Kecksburg 
UFO Crash.

One of the things UFO proponents have 
claimed about the fireball is that it ma-
neuvered, or at least changed direction, 
something meteors don’t do.  They have 
claimed that it made a sharp 25 degree 
turn to the east over Ohio, then travelled 
over Midland, Pa. and the City of Pitts-
burgh (where it seemed to go unnoticed) 
toward Kecksburg before maneuvering 
to a landing or crashing.   

This change of direction by the object 
seems to have first been proposed only 
three days after the event by Sander-
son, a UFO and cyptozoological writer, 
in his manuscript submitted to the North 
American Newspaper Alliance. It was 
published in many newspapers, then re-
printed in Fate magazine. For decades 
UFO fans seeking to vicariously relive the 

thrills experienced by witnesses or just 
redredging up old reports have started 
at the beginning of many saucer stories, 
managing only to prolong old myths and 
long-solved mysteries. 

Sanderson drew lines between witness 
locations where the object was first re-
ported to have dropped material to the 
ground (Lapeer, Michigan; Lorain County, 
Ohio; Midland, PA, and Kecksburg), be-
lieving that this “automatically pinpoint-
ed] the passage”.  Nothing actually seems 
to have been found at Midland and there 
is no reason to think that Lorain frag-

ments, or aircraft foil picked up at Lapeer 
were associated with the meteor.  Since 
many other reported “landing locations” 
were not included by Sanderson, this ear-
ly theory cannot be supported by what is 
now known. One example is a widely re-
ported sighting from Erie, (9) where wit-
nesses say the fireball disappear at the 
western horizon over the lake.  Notes in 
the Blue Book files even report Air Force 
investigators going there.  Why wasn’t 
this “location” used by Sanderson?  We’ll 
never know. Playing “connect the dots” of 
witness locations on a map for an object 
visible for hundreds of miles does not 
prove maneuvering.

If Sanderson had drawn a line on a real 
map, as I did6, instead of using a hand-
drawn sketch1 or if later UFO crash en-
thusiasts had made even the most el-
ementary check of his claim instead of 
repeating his method(3,7,8) they would 
have noticed flaws in his story.  They 
would have seen that a path from Lapeer, 
Michigan, to Elyria, Ohio, would be at an 
azimuth of 152 degrees, and from Elyria 
to Kecksburg would be at an azimuth of 
120 degrees, a difference of 32 degrees, 
not 25 degrees as Sanderson claimed.  
An object using Sanderson’s path would 
pass no closer than 26 miles to the south 
of Kecksburg

His speeds were also grossly in error, re-
ferring to miles/hour when the calcula-
tions clearly referred to miles/minute.  
This represents a 60 times error in speed,   

“The Abominable Space Thing”

by Bob Young

This is the “Fate” article title in March of 1966.  The original title was “The Abominable Space Thing”
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allowing fantastic speculations about a 
maneuvering saucer to excite enthusi-
asts for years.  Even with original witness 
reports and their scatted times, a rational 
analysis would have cast doubt on Sand-
erson’s claims.

Western Pennsylvania UFO researcher 
Stan Gordon claimed in the 1990 “Un-
solved Mysteries” show which kicked off 
national interest in the incident, that the 
object seem by thousands over the Mid-
west about 4:45 PM changed direction, 
then travelled for ten minutes before 
maneuvering and “crashing” near Kecks-
burg.  This can be refuted by the fact that 
no local 1965 witnesses reported seeing 
two objects, the fireball in the western 
sky and then later the maneuvering UFO 
nearby.  

However, I must tell you that a few months 
after I first presented this argument 
against a “slow” moving UFO, back in the 
early 1990’s, one of the newly surfaced 
witnesses central to the later crash and 
recovery story suddenly began claiming 
the UFO actually circled the town.  To this 
day, he is the only person to have claimed 
to notice this spectacular maneuvering.  
I’ll let you, dear reader, draw your own 
conclusions. 

The wide range of times for reports is 
probably due to the usual wide range of 
eyewitness “details” one gets from fireball 
reports. Clocks and watches are set at dif-
ferent times and many just estimate the 
times of such events.  The many reports 
from airplane pilots collected by the FAA, 
and a seismic recording in Michigan al-
lowed the actual time to be determined 
to within a few seconds.

Many of the original published times 
ranged from 4:40 to “about 5:15”.  The key 
Kecksburg witness, Mrs. Kalp, reported the 
time as 4:45 P.M. in the local Greensburg 
paper10, only one minute later than a 4:44 
P.M. report from Oberlin, Ohio, carried in 
the Pittsburgh Press11.  This distance - 180 
miles in one minute - would give a hypo-
thetical speed of about 10,800 miles per 
hour, well within the speeds of meteors 
in the lower atmosphere or reentering 
space debris, which would have been vis-
ible throughout the sighting area.  Why 
didn’t the UFO investigators cite this 
speed?   Was it because it would support 
the official cause of a meteor?

Proponents of a maneuvering UFO must 
explain how every 1965 Pennsylvania 
witness missed seeing a fireball brighter 
than the full moon at 4:44 P.M. low in the 
west, but only saw the UFO “maneuver-
ing” nearby at about this same time.  This 
includes three independent witnesses (all 
facing west) in Beaver County, Pa., about 
60 miles northwest of Kecksburg.  They 
must also explain how the accounts of 
every 1965 witness for which a direction 
is known or can be inferred can be ex-
plained by assuming they were watching 
the fireball over Lake Erie low in the west-
ern sky.  Without an explanation for these 
curious coincidences between witness re-
ports at Kecksburg and everywhere else, 
any theory of maneuvered flight can’t sat-
isfy the facts.

Mr. Gordon and fellow promoters of a 
crash as Kecksburg also must explain why  
three independent witnesses at Midland, 
Pa., (all facing west) also missed the fire-
ball, and why they and Mrs. Kalp mistak-
enly thought the UFO appeared at 4:45 
P.M., when hundreds of others first saw 
it as a fireball visible from hundreds of 
miles away.  Without an explanation for 
these occurrences, the maneuvering UFO 
theory falls flat.

How an unexpected event lasting a few 
seconds can transmogrify into a 10-min-
ute maneuvering saucer circling a town 
is truly a wonder of Ufology.  It is, how-
ever, nothing new to astronomers trying 
to filter through reports of bright fireball 
meteors. 

Ivan Sanderson was the source of the 
erroneous notion that the object ma-
neuvered, and therefore could not be 
a meteor.  He seems to have spoken to 
no eyewitnesses, relying on wire service 
stories and phone calls to state police 
spokesmen.  His hand-sketched map was 
inaccurate and his “speeds” were grossly 
in error.  Any present day UFO enthusi-
ast who still cites his hastily written and 
inaccurate but widely reprinted article 
only demonstrates that old saucer tales 
seldom die.
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In December 1965, two types of investi-
gations were made into the events that 

transpired the night of December 9th.  
Each wanted to determine where the re-
mains of the object that was seen came 
down. Each employed different method-
ologies, which produced two completely 
different results.

Eureka in just 7 days!

In less than one week, Ivan T. Sanderson 
had made his conclusion.  The event in-

volved an “unidentified” object (or “thing”  
as he described it) that had moved at an 
average speed of 16.5 miles per minute 
(about 1000 mph).  Not only did the ob-
ject move at too slow a speed, Sander-
son also noted that the object changed 
direction during its flight. Both of these 
factors, if correct, ruled out the meteor 
explanation.

Sanderson achieved his quick success 
by making phone calls to various police 
departments and reading the news ac-
counts.  While this was a good start to an 
investigation, it was essentially the limit 
to Sanderson’s research in his article. It re-
sulted in serious flaws in his conclusions.

Bob Young’s article on the previous pages 
pokes all the holes in Sanderson’s effort 
and I see no need to repeat them.  How-
ever, because of some very incorrect as-
sumptions, Sanderson’s calculations and 
trajectory were open to error. He rushed 
to publish his story and ignored a lot of 
data. As one will see, a far greater weight 
of the witness testimony would indicate 
a completed different trajectory that was 
consistent with the meteor explanation.

As the professor went further west, along 
the southern and western coast of Lake 
Erie, he determined that the meteor did 
not make it to the southern end of the 
lake and that a sonic boom had been 
heard on the western half of the lake.  
Based on his interviews and description, 
Sky and Telescope listed the trajectory as 
going from roughly NW to SE over the 
lake. This preliminary trajectory would 
later turn out to be slightly off in its direc-
tion but fairly accurate in determining the 
general location of the meteor’s path.

All the claims of fragments being found 
were discovered to be “meteor-wrongs” 
and not meteorites.  Additionally, obser-
vations by witnesses regarding the mete-
ors distance were often inaccurate:

These imagined happenings arose from 
the impossibility of estimating the dis-
tance to an object in the sky. Almost ev-
eryone who saw the fireball thought it 
was much closer than it really was. When 
it had disappeared behind a house or a 
tree, many people thought it had fallen 
only a few hundred yards beyond. 1

The most important thing that Dr. Weth-
erill noted was that the meteor disap-
peared over Lake Erie and did not make 
it to the south side of the lake. The wit-
ness reports had demolished that part of 
Sanderson’s trajectory. However, further 
investigation and hard data would estab-
lish once and for all, that the meteor did 
not head towards Kecksburg.

Better data = Better results

It was fortunate that two photographers,  
Lowell Wright and Richard Champine , 

Initial scientific investigation

While Sanderson was trying to create 
his trajectory for the “thing”, scien-

tists employed a more methodical ap-
proach in trying to locate any debris from 
the bright fireball.    

G.W. Wetherill, a geophysics and geology 
professor at UCLA, just happened to be in 
the area at the time.  His effort was docu-
mented in the February 1966 edition of 
Sky and Telescope. It is important to note 
that this issue was published shortly af-
ter the event.  In the 1960s, magazines 
such as Sky and Telescope usually were 
completed and ready for printing sev-
eral weeks before the date they were 
published.  So, the article was written no 
later than about a month after the event 
in mid-January.  Like Sanderson’s article, 
it was incomplete and missing important 
information that would later be revealed.

Dr. Wetherill started his investigation on 
12 December by renting a car from Cleve-
land and visiting all the areas mentioned 
by the local media.  The local FAA office 
was very helpful and they had reports 
from 23 pilots. Many of them thought 
a plane had come down in Lake Erie.  
Wetherill plotted the sight lines and de-
termined that the meteor was seen over 
Lake Erie between Toledo, Ohio and Pelee 
island. 

Two investigations 
with two very differ-

ent results

Ivan T. Sanderson’s original article, which appeared in the Amarillo Globe-Times On December 16th, 1965 (p.50).  The article that appeared in Fate magazine three months later was not much different.  
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dent.2 

Because of this, the scientists were able 
to select two distinct points on the debris 
trail (see above labeled A and B) and use 
them to compute a trajectory. Writing in 
the Meteorites of Michigan, Dr. Von Del 
Chamberlain (staff astronomer of the 
Abrams Planetarium in Lansing, Michi-
gan) described what was done next:

The author and two associates, David 
Krause and Ralph Johnson, went to both 
these locations and made transit read-
ings based upon the photographs. The 
trajectory and end-point of the fireball 
were then computed (fig. 4). Interviewing 
residents near the computed end-point 
revealed the fireball trail did, in fact, end 
directly overhead in extreme southwest 
Ontario, thus confirming its trajectory 
and likely region of fall. 3

Luckily both sets of photographs had 
landmarks, which allowed for pinpoint-
ing the location of the photographer and 
the trails position in the sky.  The use of a 
transit allowed for precise measurements 
of azimuth and elevation. The resultant 
trajectory showed the meteor had ap-
peared near the northern shore of Lake 
Erie and headed northeast.

This was consistent with most of the wit-
ness reports that were being collected. 
Dr. Wetherill had collected some reports 
but Von Del Chamberlain in conjunction 
with Dr. J.A.V. Douglas and  Henry Lee of 

the Royal Astronomical Society of Wind-
sor had collected close to one hundred 
reports from which to refine the data.  
Not only did they have the reports but 
they conducted many of their interviews 
with the witnesses “on the spot” in order 
to refine the observational data. 

On-the-spot interviews of some seventy 
observers (now close to 100)were made 
by Mr. Henry Lee, President of the Windsor 
Centre of the RASC, and the writer during 
part of January. Reduction of this sighting 
data confirmed the general ground posi-
tion of the end-point as was determined 
from the photographs by Mr. Chamber-
lain. 4

More confirmation of the trajectory came 
from seismic data  recorded by the Uni-
versity of Michigan Geophysics lab near 
Ypsilanti, Michigan.  It was the only seis-
mograph in the area that recorded the 
sonic event indicating that the terminal 
burst point was in the vicinity of the seis-
mograph.  Seismographs in Ohio and 
Pennsylvania recorded nothing. If Sand-
erson’s plot towards Kecksburg were 
correct, then the seismographs in those 
regions would have recorded the termi-
nal burst and the University of Michigan 
seismograph would not have.  

All the data indicates the fireball’s trajec-
tory ended up on the northern shore of 
Lake Erie and did not end near Kecks-
burg.  Ivan Sanderson’s flawed analysis 
had been easily refuted by science....or 

were able to photograph the debris trail 
in the evening sky after the event.  This 
debris trail provided a source of data that 
was accurate enough to compute a good 
trajectory.  

The two images of the trail used for computing the trajectory. While 

different parts of the trail are disintegrating, points A and B are con-

sistent between the two. 

In this image, I rescaled and aligned the dust trail images on top 

of each other to show there is little difference between the points 

used. 

Dr. Von Del Chamberlain and Dr. David 
Krause would mention something that 
was very important:

The four Champine photographs cover 
a span of about 80 seconds, and reveal 
the total drift of the cloud was minimal. 
Although disintegration of the train is evi-



errors in their calculations if the witness 
testimony indicated a different path. Ac-
cording to Dr. Douglas, this was not the 
case. 

When I first read David Rudiak’s work, I 
contacted Dr. Von Del Chamberlain men-
tioning this critique. His observation of 
Rudiak’s analysis was that he ignored all 
the scientific data gathered by hard work 
and investigation that confirmed the tri-
angulation from the photographs. Von 
Del Chamberlain also suggested that Da-
vid Rudiak was just trying to “prove” what 
he wanted to believe and ignored the 
confirmation by eyewitness reports and 
seismographic data. The bottom line is 
that he saw no reason to change the con-
clusions of his paper based on Rudiak’s 
speculation/belief in a spaceship crash at 
Kecksburg.

To top it all off, while apparently rejecting 
the work published in a scientific jour-
nal, Mr. Rudiak seemed perfectly willing 
to accept the self-published conclusions 
of Sanderson and the decades old recol-
lections by eyewitnesses dug up by Stan 
Gordon. Can this be considered a reason-
able scientific approach? It sounds more 
like pseudoscience, which is no substi-
tute for the real scientific work that was 
done in 1965-66. 
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was it? 

Trying to resurrect Sanderson

Over the years, UFOlogists have trum-
peted Sanderson’s trajectory as a de-

finitive work of some kind. This changed 
when Robert Young produced the analy-
sis by Von Del Chamberlain and Krause.  
Still there were some “UFOcrashologists” 
that decided that Sanderson must have 
been right in a desire to believe in a Ke-
cksburg crash.  David Rudiak took up the 
challenge and published a critique and 
counter-analysis on his web site and can 
be found at http://www.roswellproof.
com/Kecksburg_triangulation_error.
html.

On his web page, Rudiak spends a great 
deal of space explaining why the astrono-
mers were probably wrong in their analy-
sis. His argument is essentially based on 
three major points:

That there is no error analysis and 1. 
that a potential error in computing 
the azimuth and elevation could 
shift the computed path towards Ke-
cksburg. 

That Chamberlain and Krause failed 2. 
to notice or, apparently, lied about 
the “drift” caused by the winds be-
tween the Wright and Champine 
photographs. This drift could be the 
source of errors in their computa-
tions that would lead to a faulty so-
lution. 

That the apparent angular size of the 3. 
dust train was not uniform across the 
length of the trail indicating the de-
bris trail pointed away from the pho-
tographers and towards Kecksburg. 

Rudiak’s  error is interesting because what 
he apparently wants is there to be some 
error in favor of a Kecksburg trajectory. 
He suggests potential errors in aligning 
the photographs with the local terrain. 
Ignored or unknown by Rudiak is the fact 
that a transit was used at the scene of 
the photographs and photographs care-
fully examined. Considering the fact that 
the differences between points A and B 
are only 5-6 degrees in azimuth, any er-
ror beyond a fraction of a degree would 
have been significant and obvious. De-
spite proclaiming an error could shift the 

trajectory towards Kecksburg, Rudiak 
does not even demonstrate that such an 
error even exists!   For it to fit the Kecks-
burg scenario, he has to have conditions 
just right and ignore all the supporting 
eyewitness reports gathered by Von Del 
Chamberlain, Krause, and Davis.

In his second major point, Rudiak makes 
a big deal about being able to measure 
drift due to high altitude winds and ques-
tioning the statements by Chamberlain 
and Krause that minimal drift was vis-
ible in the photographs. Rudiak’s “major 
drift” has nothing to do with points A 
and B, which were used for the trajectory 
computation, but to the rest of the com-
ponents of the trail. Chamberlain and 
Krause noted this disintegration in their 
paper but also mentioned that Champine 
took four photographs over a period of 
80 seconds, which showed no significant 
displacement for the key points A and B. 
These two points were the only parts of 
the trail that were used for computing 
the trajectory so any disintegration/drift 
of those sections would have no bearing 
on the results.  

Rudiak’s third argument about the an-
gular size across the length of the trail 
is faulty because it apparently assumes 
a constant width of the debris trail. It 
does not take into account how the dust 
trail was formed. Unlike bright fireballs 
at night, which leave trails of ionized at-
mospheric molecules that glow, the only 
trails left by daylight fireballs are due to 
the debris left behind by the meteor-
oid’s passage. As the meteoroid travels 
into the atmosphere, it’s dimensions and 
shape vary and, as a result, the amount of 
debris left behind varies. One can just as 
reasonably argue that the any change in 
the dust trail’s dimensions has more to do 
with the meteoroid’s interaction with the 
atmosphere than with a change in per-
spective. 

Chamberlain and Krause were much 
more thorough in their analysis of the 
event than Rudiak suggests in his argu-
ment. Rudiak implies the astronomers 
were working in a vacuum and relied 
solely on the photographs, which is not 
the case. They interviewed tens of wit-
nesses and performed on the spot inter-
views to refine the data. They were inter-
ested in computing where any fragments 
had fallen. They would have checked for 
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One would think that the lack of 
anything being found or the pub-

lished scientific works would have been 
enough to put the Kecksburg story away 
for good.  Dr. Hynek seemed willing to 
accept the meteor explanation as was NI-
CAP, the primary UFO organization in the 
United States! However, the event would 
not go away, and over the years, the story 
would evolve into the legend it has be-
come today.

Lost in the woods

The following week, radio reporter 
John Murphy decided to produce a 

radio documentary called, “The object 
in the woods”.  In the program, Murphy 
proclaimed that several people chose 
to withdraw their interviews because of 
possible repercussions from the state po-
lice or the army.  As a result, his story was 
somewhat watered down.  At no time, 
did Murphy mention that something was 
brought out of the woods or that vast 
contingents of military personnel were 
involved. All that was suggested was that 
something was in the woods. No shape 
or size was given.  Despite the sugges-
tion that people were pressured not to 
talk, the radio station made the following 
statement at the beginning of the pro-
gram:

This station has not been contacted by 
any official agency of the State, Federal or 
local Governments in connection with this 
program. We have received very good co-
operation with the State Police and with 
the military and we were able to receive 
all the information that we wanted this 
past week. We have not had any political 
or otherwise influence put on us concern-
ing this program, whatsoever.1

Most of the program recounted Murphy’s 
adventure that night.  Murphy mentions 
seeing a few military personnel from the 
Army and Air Force at the state police 
barracks.  He also mentions that he was 
not allowed to go with the searchers in 
the woods even though he felt he had 
been authorized to do so.  Beyond that, 
there is very little information to add to 
the story.  There is no mention of military 
personnel/equipment, no mention of an 
object being removed from the woods, 
or mention of any threats made directly 
to anyone by guards or the government. 

Murphy would eventually die in a tragic 
hit and run accident.  UFOlogists and 
other television programs have put a sin-
ister spin on all of this over the years with 
the implication he was “terminated” for 
knowing too much.  There is no evidence 
to support this claim other than some 
very overactive imaginations.  

Sowing seeds

Already mentioned in  this issue was 
Ivan T. Sanderson’s article about the 

events that evening.  However, a lot of his 
article were essentially “poetic license” 
and not very accurate. This is a pertinent 
example:

Yet, although meteors land almost every 
day and are ignored or at most searched 
for by enthusiastic amateurs, great contin-
gents of specialists from the armed forces 
arrived at the scenes of the falls as almost 
as fast as the State Police got there. One 
armed forces’ spokesman stated for the re-
cord, “We don’t know what we have here, 
(but) there is an Unidentified Flying Object 
in the woods.” Neither meteors or bolides 
fly; they fall. What is more they don’t just 
drift in at 1062.5 miles per hour. 2

The actual quote in the Tribune-Review 
was, “We don’t know what we have yet.” 3  
There never was a mention of  UFO being 
in the woods.  Additionally, Sanderson 
mentioned large groups of specialists go-
ing to all the locations falls were reported.  
As one can see from what is documented, 
this is far from the truth.

Serious business

In his book, Flying Saucers: Serious Busi-
ness, Frank Edwards mentions the Ke-

cksburg incident and the role he played.   
According to him, he was at station KDKA 
being interviewed by Mike Levine, when 
the event occurred. Edwards concluded 
at the time it was probably a meteor.  
However, he seems to have changed his 
opinion after reading the stories in the 
papers and the article by Ivan Sander-
son.  

Edwards seems to have used Sanderson’s 
article as his primary source.  Instead of 
a “puff of smoke” that was reported, he 
draws the conclusion that something 
was burning in the woods even though 
there never was any evidence for this. He 
also repeats the military involvement de-
scribed by Sanderson: 

Sanderson says that newsmen and State 
Police officers who converged on the area 
discovered that sizeable contingents of  
various military units had already reached 
the scene.4

However, this is not what Sanderson 
stated. Edwards had misinterpreted what 
was written.

Part of the greatest flap yet?

Jerome Clark also apparently used 
Sanderson as his source of information 

in an article for Flying Saucer Review in 
1966.  According to Clark:

At Cleveland, radar traced it at a speed of 
1062.5 miles per hour. 5

There never was any mention of radar 
contact in any of the news reports or in 
Sanderson’s article. 

Clark also ran with the story told by Sand-
erson, the same way Edwards did:

At 4:50 the sightings climaxed with the 
crash of a brilliant orange UFO into a 
woods thirty miles south of Pittsburgh. 
One of the witnesses, a farm-woman re-
siding near Kecksburg,  Pennsylvania, no-
tified State Police immediately.  Respond-
ing to her call, law officers were startled to 
find sizeable military units already at the 
scene. One service official told newsmen, 
“We don’t know what we have here, but 
there is an Unidentified Flying Object in 
the woods.”6

The  quote by the “service official” came 
from Sanderson with the parenthesis 
around “but” removed. This appears in 
Edwards book as well. As previously 
noted, Sanderson got the quote wrong. 
It appears that either Edwards or Clark 
changed it slightly and then the other 
used the quote.  Nobody went to the 
original source. They were just repeating 
what others had stated.

The Kecksburg story 
evolves into legend



Trying to create a scenario to explain all 
the conflicting reports of fragments in 
the media, Mr. Clark boldly proclaimed:

The only conclusion to be drawn, improb-
able as it may be, is that several UFOs met 
with violent disaster, within minutes of 
each other, over the North-east on the 
afternoon of December 9.7

Of course, it isn’t the only conclusion one 
can draw but it is the only conclusion 
a UFOlogist will draw.  Liberally using  
Sanderson, Clark and Edwards misrepre-
sented the actual events and laid more 
seeds for the future evolution of the Ke-
cksburg UFO crash.

The Phoenix rises

The Kecksburg story lay dormant for 
about 10-15 years as nobody seemed 

interested in crashed flying saucers.  
However, in the late 1970s, Len String-
field began to start writing about UFO 
crash rumors he had heard over the 
years.  Roswell was becoming a popular 
name in UFOlogy and the interest in po-
tential UFO crashes rose.  

The phoenix of Kecksburg first began 
to rise thanks to the efforts of Clark Mc-
Clelland.  Writing in his “The UFO Crash 
Retrieval Syndrome status report II: New 
Sources, New Data, Part II New Support 
Data”, Len Stringfield states he was told 
about Kecksburg by McClelland on Octo-
ber 5, 1979.  

McClelland recounted many of the news 
reports at the time but then used Ivan 
Sanderson’s flawed air speed calculations 
without checking up on them.  He then 
described pursuing the possibility that it 
might have been Cosmos-96 that caused 
the incident.  

Like Frank Edwards and Jerome Clark 
before him, McClelland apparently used 
Sanderson as a primary source for the 
following with some additional embel-
lishment:

Within an hour following the impact of 
the object at Kecksburg, a large contin-
gent of military specialists arrived at the 
scene almost as swiftly as the Pennsylva-
nia State Police and volunteer fire groups. 
They quickly cordoned off the area and 

ordered on-lookers to leave.8

On January 11, 1980, McClelland inter-
viewed several of the witnesses who 
were mentioned in the 1965 newspaper 
accounts.  James Mayes and Melvin Reese 
repeated their story about seeing a light 
in the woods. Mayes also mentioned that 
the military personnel had set up a com-
mand post in the Kecksburg fire hall and 
were in contact with their base, which 
was west of Pittsburgh (Oakdale is west 
of Pittsburgh).  McClelland implies this 
was Wright-Patterson and does not men-
tion the 662nd radar squadron, which 
was published in the newspapers.  His  
claim about on-lookers being ordered 
to leave is in also contradicted with what 
was reported in 1965 where the roads 
were jammed up with all sorts of curious 
people. 

Mayes also recalled that a large military 
truck had come into the area and ex-
ited later with a large object covered by 
a tarpaulin. This would be confirmed by 
Robert Bitner, who stated he was the fire 
chief in 1965.  Bitner claimed to arrive lat-
er in the evening in time to see a 10-ton 
truck exit the wooded area, under guard, 
with a tarp covered object that was 6 feet 
high, 7 feet wide, and 17 feet long.  When 
it left, the vehicle was under escort to an 
undisclosed location. 

In conclusion, McClelland would write:

The Kecksburg incident was not caused 
by a meteor or anything astronomical.  
Of this we can be sure. Perhaps further 
study of the re-entry data will determine 
an association with the Cosmos-96 that 
returned to Earth on December 9, 1965. 
This remains to be proven. Was it a craft 
alien to Earth? Information gained so far 
may eventually favor this theory.  What is 
certain is that something important was 
apparently retrieved by the military and 
as yet, the object and its origin remain a 
mystery.9

In this article, one can see the how the 
Kecksburg story is evolving. The appear-
ance of a few radar technicians from a 
nearby radar station who arrived late 
in the evening has evolved into a large 
number of “specialists” (with the implica-
tion that they specialized in crashed UFO 
retrievals) arriving before or at the same 

time as the police and fire department.  
Additionally, we see the appearance of 
the truck with the recovered object un-
derneath a tarpaulin.  In 1965, the only 
mention of something being retrieved 
was made by Captain Dussia in the De-
cember 10, 1965 article about the search 
failing to find anything.

About something that was carried out of 
the woods, Capt. Dussia said it was the 
equipment used in the search.10 

Stringfield and McClelland were moving 
the case from a mysterious object that 
nobody could find to a full blown crashed 
spaceship retrieval. 

Kecksburg Crashology

By the mid-1980s, it was Stan Gordon, 
who picked up the Kecksburg story 

and began to look for additional wit-
nesses who could shed more light on the 
cover-up that had occurred in association 
with the UFO crash.

According to Gordon, he was interested 
in the case when he was a teenager:

He heard reports that something crashed 
in the woods near the tiny village of Kecks-
burg at approximately 4:45 p.m. that eve-
ning...On his black-and-white TV, Gordon 
watched the local news and occasional 
special bulletins that broke into regular 
programming to state that the military 
had arrived on the scene and that the area 
was cordoned off. A search was underway 
to locate the object.11

Already convinced that it was some ex-
traordinary event, Gordon began to re-
search the case and disagreed with the 
conclusion it was a meteor because of 
what had been previously stated about 
the event. 

As previously noted, the various elements 
were already established in place.  Sand-
erson had planted most of the seeds.  The 
object could not be a meteor because it 
had changed direction and was too slow.  
The military that was present had bal-
looned from a handful of technicians to 
units of significant size and were control-
ling access to the wooded area.  Finally, 
there now were witnesses who were pro-
claiming there was an object and it was 
carted away by the military.  All Gordon 

18
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had to do was canvas the area with this 
story and faded memories/imagination 
would do the rest.

Gordon showed up in shopping malls 
and on radio talk shows promoting the 
story.   Eventually, he  found his star wit-
ness. In 1987, while at a local shopping 
mall with one of his displays, James Ro-
mansky came up and told Gordon he was 
there that night. 

Romanskying the Acorn

James Romansky’s story is the first to 
have made claims to have actually 

seen the  object in the woods. In early 
accounts, he went by the pseudonym 
of “John” or “Pete” but would reveal his 
name in time for the filming of the “Un-
solved Mysteries” episode in September 
of 1990. 

According to Romansky, he was an 18 
year-old  volunteer fireman with the 
Lloydsville fire department about a doz-
en miles to the north.   He had heard the 
whistle and, thinking a plane had gone 

down, proceeded to Kecksburg with the 
fire truck.

When the truck arrived at the Kecksburg 
fire station, Romansky and his group were 
assigned to search an area of the woods 
that was part of a larger grid search:

We was into our grid area and we heard 
on our walkie-talkies that another team 
found where the object was and it wasn’t 
so far from where we were, so we high-
tailed it over into a hollow and came upon 
the object. 

There were eight, nine, 10 guys there, 
standing around looking at this thing. I 
stopped and looked and said, `Whoa, this 
is no aircraft. What the hell is it?’ 

It looked like a giant acorn. It was oblong 
and had a bumper around it and in back 
it was perfectly flat. I saw no doors, no mo-
tor, no windows, no seams, no rivets. 

But there were two unique things: one 
was the color, a golden bronze. It was a 
weird color. And the other thing was on 

this bumper . . . it looked like ancient Egyp-
tian hieroglyphics. Rectangles, lines and 
circles.12

Romansky then states somebody came in 
with a Geiger counter and ordered every-
one out of the area.  The military had ar-
rived and taken charge.  According to Ro-
mansky, the Kecksburg fire hall was filled 
with all sorts of military personnel and he 
was not allowed inside.  There were even 
armed guards outside the building.  

As they stood about, Romansky saw a 
convoy of military vehicles, which includ-
ed a wrecker and large flatbed vehicle 
head towards the woods: 

...it’s there an hour, hour and a half. And 
then it comes out,  hell-bent for leather, 
and on the back of that truck was the 
object,  covered by a tarpaulin, maybe 15 
foot long, eight to 10 foot in  diameter, big 
enough for a man to stand in.13

Romansky’s story (Under the alias of 
“John”) began to appear in UFO articles 
in 1987 but on May 6, 1989, Kim Opaka 
published his story in the Latrobe, Bulle-
tin (Kecksburg Crash Controversial).  With 
the shape of the object established in the 
public record, all stories could now draw 
on this information to generate new and 
more exciting tales.

However, Romansky’s credibility began 
to wane as soon as his name was re-
vealed.  In 1966, Romansky was convict-
ed of robbing a bank.   The excuse made 
for Romansky was that he was young and 
needed the money.  Quotes in the news 
reports from the trial indicated a less 
than repentant individual. One gets the 
impression that he is not the most trust-
worthy of individuals.

Meanwhile, there is little evidence in his 
story that can be proven to be true.  Bob 
Young stated that the reason the 18-year 
old Romansky was not allowed in the 
firehouse had more to do with the bar 
that was there. Romansky was too young 
to be allowed to participate in the festivi-
ties. According to then fire chief Ed My-
ers, “We probably sold as much beer as we 
ever did because of all the people.”14

The rest of his story about being part of 
some search grid and using Walkie-talk-
ies is also disputed by Myers.  Meanwhile, 

The model UFO used in the Unsolved Mysteries program based on James Romansky’s description  is now a 
monument to the Kecksburg crash. (courtesy of Wikimeida commons photographer Ryright)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Kecksburg_UFO.JPG
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the have been no fireman that have come 
forward to confirm what Romansky stat-
ed.  Even though he was working closely 
with all these people in the search, he has 
yet to produce a name that will confirm 
his version of events.  Fortunately for Ro-
mansky, another witness would appear 
to help him out. 

Beating the Bulebush

The second major witness to the acorn 
did not publicly appear until  the fall 

of 1989 when Stan Gordon referred to 
him as “Jack” in the MUFON journal.     Ac-
cording to Gordon, he got a tip in Sep-
tember 1988 that led him to “Jack”, who 
confirmed the story told by  Romansky 

Jack, a pseudonym for the actual witness, 
lived about a mile from the crash site at 
the time of the occurrence. Jack had been 
listening to the radio, and had just heard 
the report that something had crashed in 
the area. He drove up the road to the high-
est lookout point. This road is now called 
Meteor Road, since it was this track that 
was jammed with cars from the public 
during the night of the search in 1965.

When Jack got to the top he looked down 
to the wooded area below and saw a 
group of about 10 people standing around 
and pointing to something. Curious, he 
walked down the steep bank to see what 
was so interesting. When he arrived at the 
spot, he noticed a series of trees had been 
knocked down, and about 20 feet away 
from him and the group was a strange 
object semi-buried in the ground.

It was nearly dark and Jack used his high 
beam flashlight to explore the device. His 
basic description is quite similar to Pete’s. 
But Jack claims that at the time he saw it, 
bright blue sparks “like a welder’s torch” 
were coming from it. This sparking kept 
up for some time, but seemed to be almost 
stopped just before he and the others left 
the site. The object made no sound, but 
the observers were hesitant to approach 
it any closer. The people talked among 
themselves as to what the strange object 
was. There were no homes in the area, 
and apparently none of these people (we 
don’t know their identities) ever officially 
called this report in to the police. Jack’s 
report of the blue sparks now brings up 
the possibility that some of the reports of 
a blue light in the woods during the early 

evening hours may not all be dismissed as 
the prank we had discussed before.

It also has to be pointed out that appar-
ently Jack and the others got to the site 
before either Pete, the other members of 
the search team or the military. Jack came 
in from the opposite side from where the 
state police had initially entered. Pete also 
came into the area from a different point. 
Jack mentioned that as they were moving 
out of the area, they saw distant lights in 
the woods. Some of the people comment-
ed that whoever came out of the object 
was walking away, but it was likely that 
they were seeing the search parties begin-
ning to arrive at the location.15

“Jack” appears to be the first published ac-
count of witness Bill Bulebush.  Although 
we don’t know if “Jack” is really Bulebush, 
there are no others with a similar tale.  

Compare the story in 1989 with the story 
told by Bulebush in 2000:

It was about 4:45 in the afternoon and Bill 
Bulebush was in his driveway, flat on his 
back under the dashboard of his Corvair, 
his head beneath the steering wheel, the 
tools he needed to install a CB radio in his 
hands, when he was startled by a strange, 
sizzling noise overhead. He craned his 
neck and looked through the windshield 
and saw a bright light speeding across the 
clouds so fast it seemed to set the sky on 
fire.   

“I got out of the car and walked out to-
ward the road where I could watch it,” 
says Bulebush, 74, recalling the afternoon 
of Dec. 9, 1965. 

“I went down over the hill toward the 
mountain, then I seen it coming back. It 
was like it couldn’t make up its mind what 
it wanted to do. This thing floated and 
made a U-turn and headed into the ra-
vine. I got in my car and took off over the 
back road.” 

That back road - a lightly traveled two-
lane stretch then called Kuhn’s Road and 
later rechristened Meteor Road - winds 
above the farmland and woods that make 
up Kecksburg, Pa., a crossroads commu-
nity in Westmoreland County about 40 
miles southeast of Pittsburgh. 

Bulebush parked his car, got out and 

looked down into the valley to see where 
the thing had landed. The landscape was 
familiar. Bulebush had lived there his en-
tire life. 

He grabbed a flashlight and walked down 
the hill into the woods. The tops of trees 
had been sheared in the same direction as 
the fireball’s path. He smelled sulfur. Then 
he came upon it: an acorn-shaped object 
about the size of a Volkswagen bug, burnt 
orange in color, with a raised ring around 
the back and markings that looked like 
backward letters. 

Frightened, his heart pounding wildly, 
Bulebush stood behind a tree, staring, ex-
pecting something to jump out - although 
he couldn’t see how anything could pos-
sibly exit the strange capsule. 

“There was no doors, no seams, no noth-
ing,” he says. “It laid there and arced for a 
while, like it was cooling down. If I’d had 
my camera, that picture would be worth a 
million dollars.” 

When other people started to rush into the 
woods, Bulebush decided to leave. He was 
afraid of being in the wrong place at the 
wrong time. “I didn’t want to be running 
around with this light shining and get 
shot for no reason,” he recalls. 

In the early darkness he made his way 
back to his car, went home and told his 
wife what he had seen. “She asked me, Did 
I stop at the club? Was I drinking? I said, 
No, no, I wasn’t drinking. She said, You bet-
ter not say nothing to anybody.” 

Bulebush followed her advice for nearly 25 
years. Until one day when out of the blue 
Bulebush got a phone call from a man 
who said he’d spent decades researching 
UFOs and the mystery of Kecksburg.16 

It is important to note the changes.  The 
original story involved him and ten other 
people. He then changed it to he was 
alone. This probably has a lot to do with 
the lack of people coming forward to 
verify this version of events.  Additionally, 
he originally heard about the crash on 
the radio. Now, he is outside and saw the 
meteor crash and where it went.  

In a later version, Bulebush would change 
his story again. For the television pro-
gram, UFO files: Kecksburg, he was no 
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longer installing the CB radio but work-
ing on his car. He had the CB radio on:

I heard guys in Ohio talking on there and 
they were jabbering, they were coming 
east. They said they seen this thing going 
east...17 

One wonders how a 1965 CB radio could 
receive signals from Ohio that was over 
60 miles away when most CB radios can 
only receive signals from about ten to 
twenty miles away.  Another revision 
is that instead of going home and tell-
ing his wife, he grabs his son and takes 
him down to the road to see everything.  
Bulebush comments on the military:

I never seen so many people and the Army 
was there. I couldn’t figure out how the 
Army got there so quick. The Army kept 
everyone away.18

Bulebush seems to have problems telling 
a consistent story. Is this a case of increas-
ing the size of “the fish that got away”? 

Like Romansky’s tale, this story can not 
be confirmed either. One has to won-
der where the “tip” came from.  Perhaps 
it was James Romansky OR some other 
UFOlogist who had primed the pump for 
Bulebush. Unfortunately, he did not get 
the story exactly right the first time so he  
had to refine it.   

Fortress Hays

The story of the military involvement 
ballooned when Lillian and John Hays 

described how their house was turned 
into the center of operations that night 
by all the military.  According to popular 
Kecksburg lore, their farm was the clos-
est to where the object was found and, 
therefore, the military set up their com-
mand post there.  Throughout the eve-
ning, the military came and went. Young 
John Hays was up in his bedroom looking 
out the window in his room and saw the 
military cut the fence to allow passage 
of their truck into the ravine. He saw the 
flatbed go into the ravine and pull out an 
object the size of a volkswagon. The next 
day Hays and his brother went down into 
the woods and saw damage to trees and 
the ground.

The problem with the “command post” 
story told by the Hays family is that it ap-

pears to be refuted by the father in 1965:

...Don Hays, Mt. Pleasant RD2, who was 
working on his automobile about 5:15 PM 
Thursday night and was about as close as 
could be determined to the area where 
the search was conducted, reported noth-
ing and saw nothing. 19

Additionally, the Hilland’s, who owned 
the home the Hays were renting, disagree 
with Lilian and John’s account.  According 
to Bob Young, Mr. Hilland told him that 
there wasn’t even a phone installed in the 
house in 1965. Bob Young could not con-
firm this but, if true, it would indicate that 
the Hays story is completely fabricated.

Of course, one really does not need the 
evidence of the phone because the fa-
ther reported he saw nothing in 1965, 
which indicates somebody is lying.  

Local resident, Ray Howard claims that 
the vehicle could not even had made it 
down into the ravine area.  

Ray Howard, of Kecksburg, expressed 
doubt that any flat-bed truck would be 
able to get in and out of such a steep ra-
vine.

“There’s no way,” he said with emphasis. 
“They couldn’t have gotten within 500 feet 
of that thing.”20

The topographic maps of the location 
indicate a very steep grade into the “ra-
vine”. Is it even possible that a vehicle 
described by the witnesses could have 
made it into the dense woods shown in 
the Sci-Fi Channel’s program? Why was 
there no evidence of the truck and flat 
bed’s passage into these woods when 
the police and media searched the area 
on the morning of December 10th?  
Where are the photographs showing the 
vehicle or the trail it left behind? There is 
no evidence presented to date  that any 
vehicle of significant size ever went into 
those woods.  It seems unlikely that this 
story is accurate.

Moonsuits

Bill Weaver drove into Kecksburg to see 
what was happening.   According to 

him, he could see what was happening in 
the woods from a location that was near 
the Hays home. He tried to illuminate the 

woods with a spotlight in his car but was 
ordered to turn the light off.

In the Unsolved Mysteries broadcast, Bill 
Weaver told a story of seeing box-type 
truck appear and two men stepped out 
with a large box.  They were dressed in 
“moon suits” as if they wanted to avoid 
being contaminated.  Weaver was then 
ordered out of the area.  

This appears to be confirmed by Lilian and 
John Hays, who stated they heard that 
NASA was on its way. John Hays would 
state that he later saw men in white suits 
outside his home.  

However, what evidence is there that 
NASA even was aware where the “crash 
site” was located.  In the “memo for the 
record” (10 December 1965), Project Blue 
Book writes:

Houston Space Center requested infor-
mation as to the sighting near Acme, 
Pennsylvania. Major told him that an Air 
Force team along with the State Highway 
Patrol searched the area until 2 o’clock this 
morning. Major gave him the location as 
45-50 miles east of Pittsburgh. 21

This phone call occurred on the morn-
ing of the 10th AFTER they had learned 
about the results of the search.  If NASA 
was not informed until AFTER the search 
was complete, it means they were not 
involved that evening as claimed.  There 
is no mention of NASA being in commu-
nication with Blue Book in the handwrit-
ten log found in the Blue Book Files.  In 
the log and the “memos for the record”, it 
appears that people were interested but 
knew just as much as Blue Book did. Ev-
eryone was waiting for what the Oakdale 
group would report before taking any 
further action.  

Boots on the ground

In the story now being presented, the 
military’s involvement at Kecksburg 

reaches mythic proportions.  Instead of a 
few technicians from a local radar squad-
ron, vast numbers of armed military 
personnel are now present. Some of the 
more interesting stories about the mili-
tary personnel include:

Dave Newhouse stated a guard 1. 
pointed a gun at him and ordered 
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him to leave.  (see image below from 
the Sci-Fi Channel program where he 
demonstrated how a military guard 
pointed his gun at him). 

Don Sebastian stated he snuck 2. 
around the roadblocks and saw 
armed soldiers marching in a line.  
He then heard several screams that 
were, to him, not human.  He rapidly 
departed the area.  

Robert Blyston would claim that the 3. 
town was under martial law with MPs 
at every corner! 

Jerry Betters says he saw the flatbed 4. 
and the UFO, which was still uncov-
ered enough for him to see it.  When 
they were noticed, an officer ordered 
them out of the area at gunpoint.

Then there were the military vehicles: 

Linda Foschia reports seeing a Con-1. 
voy of army trucks, jeeps and the 
flatbed truck first reported by Mayes 
and Bitner in 1980.  

Bob Bitner described a personnel 2. 
carrier, and a 6X6 army truck (with a 
canopy) had shown up near his loca-
tion. He states the 6X6 went down 
into the woods  

Probably the best “debunking” of all this 
was produced by Leslie Kean even though 
she tried to spin it a different way:

Our private investigator was able to locate 
Cashman and three other key personnel 
from the 662nd, and Gordon interviewed 
a fifth in 1991. Only one of these, a lieu-
tenant whom I will not name to respect 
his privacy, said he actually went out to 
search for the object that night. This officer 
said he did not observe any Army presence 

in the area, any excess civilian activity, or 
the large spotlights in the woods observed 
by witnesses and reporter John Murphy. 
This seems impossible if he was anywhere 
near the correct location and directly con-
tradicts press reports about the large mili-
tary presence and civilian crowds. He said 
he and three other members of the 662nd 
searched the woods with flashlights and 
found nothing.

It is revealing that puzzling discrepancies 
exist among key points of the various ac-
counts, as well as between aspects of the 
statements of these officers and reports 
from both the media and Project Blue 
Book. For example, the lieutenant who 
searched the woods said there were four 
in his search team; another officer told 
us that he had driven with the team to a 
nearby barrack while two from Oakdale 
conducted the search with a state trooper. 
(This could have been the three man team 
referred to by Blue Book, although Blue 
Book said that the three were all from 
Oakdale.)

Another officer told me there was no 
search at all, and that the reports com-
ing in to the Oakdale base concerned only 
an object in the sky and not an object on 
the ground. He remembers very well the 
high volume of calls from the local area 
and speaking to some of the callers, and 
says that if there had been a search, he 
definitely would have known. He was 
adamant that there wasn’t one. And yet 
another told me that the object was a Rus-
sian satellite, but insisted that he made 
that determination only from newspaper 
and television reports.

According to Project Blue Book records, 
Cashman called Blue Book headquarters 
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base twice 
from the Oakdale base, including a fi-
nal call at 2 a.m., to report that nothing 
was found. Oddly, Cashman says he has 
no memory of any event, phone calls, or 
heightened activity at that time. He stated 
that he was the Blue Book liaison officer 
(as stated in the Blue Book files), as op-
posed to the lieutenant who told me he 
was the Blue Book officer.

We are not certain whether these contra-
dictory and sometimes confusing reports 
are simply a question of jumbled memo-
ries after all these years, or if other factors 
are at play. Is it possible that this small 

group was taken to a different location 
from the one that was cordoned off by the 
Army, and that they searched the wrong 
site? If this did occur, was the state trooper 
who took the Air Force team to the wrong 
site instructed by someone to do so? If so, 
the officers are honestly reporting that 
nothing was found. Would it therefore 
have been possible since Project Blue Book 
did not have access to cases higher than 
a secret clearance that Blue Book actually 
never knew about an object retrieved from 
another location by the Army?

On the other hand, Murphy reports see-
ing what appeared to be members of the 
662nd Radar Squadron at the edge of the 
woods after leaving the police barracks 
where he had first encountered them. If 
the lieutenant was one of these men, he 
could not possibly have missed the sur-
rounding military and civilian activity. 
Were these officers perhaps sworn not to 
reveal what happened for national secu-
rity reasons, and thus their cover stories 
have differences? We don’t know, and we 
won’t know until the government releases 
the records.22

A very likely answer as to why they saw 
no soldiers is that there weren’t hundreds 
of soldiers and vehicles in the surround-
ing area. Remember, the story about 
“heavy”(more than a dozen men) military 
involvement did not surface until years 
later. Many residents do not recall all 
these military vehicles/personnel and, for 
some reason and contrary to what Kean 
states, the 1965 media did not report this 
either.

Military Invasion debunked?

One of the key ingredients of the mili-
tary’s involvement has to do with the 

flat bed used to pull the “acorn” out of the 
ravine. If the military was going to send 
a flat bed pulled by a tractor, they would 
use their own equipment.  The tractor in 
use at the time was the M123.

The M123 tractor probably would have 



personnel come forward to confirm 
they were the members of  unit 
(other than the 662nd radar squad-
ron) that was activated to retrieve a 
crashed UFO at Kecksburg. The story 
described involves about a hundred 
men or more.  How hard would it be 
to produce a unit identification and 
some names of those involved? 

There are no military bases with the 2. 
equipment and personnel avail-
able in range from where these 
units could have come from in such 
a short time period and Kecksburg 
crash proponents have offered none.  
It is as if the military materialized out 
of thin air and disappeared the same 
way.

Nobody ever  lodged a complaint 3. 
with any elected official about the 
military’s unlawful behavior that 
night.  Having homes invaded, death 
threats made, and destruction of 
property would have caused some 
sort of complaint and elected officials 
would have responded by talking to 
the governor or to federal officials. 

Does science support the crash?

By 2003, the Sci-Fi channel turned their 
attention to “The Roswell of the east” 

because it was a recent case. They be-
lieved it would be possible to find some 
real evidence if they looked hard enough. 
As a result, they sent several scientists 
into the woods to look for evidence of the 
crashed Acorn.

Geomorphologist and Geoarcheologist, 
J. Steven Kite spent a significant amount 
of time in the Ravine trying to locate evi-
dence that a crashed acorn had damaged 
the ground.  They could not find any-
thing to indicate there was any damage 
to the ground in 1965 by impact, heavy 
vehicles, or covering up of the area. Les-
lie Kean would write that this means the 
impact was a very low-velocity and that it 
was possible that the stream in the ravine 
might have, through erosion, hid evi-
dence of the retrieval and cover-up.

However, Kean presents not one expert 
opinion that demonstrates the small 
stream could have eroded away any evi-
dence of a cover-up.  Additionally, how 
can she make the claim that it was a low 

been capable to carry a large object as it 
was often used to haul large vehicles like 
the M113 personnel carrier. However, one 
wonders if it had the capability to navi-
gate such terrain and it has one nagging 
problem.  The M123 wheelbase is outside 
the limits for use on US roadways. 

The width of the item exceeds the legal 
limitations for highway movement in CO-
NUS and the recommended highway limi-
tations in oversea areas. Special permits 
will be required in CONUS, and special 
routing may be required overseas.23

For the vehicle to be routed on US roads 
would means the command would have 
to obtain special permits for its use. It 
would have been unlikely for such per-
mits to be allowed on such an extremely 
short notice.  

Another key ingredient in the present Ke-
cksburg story involves more vehicles in a 
convoy.  This brings up some interesting 
questions:

What was the source of all these 1. 
vehicles and men?  There are no 
military bases within two hours that 
have such equipment and manpow-
er.  It is unlikely that the 662nd radar 
squadron or the Nike missile batter-
ies would have them.

Why didn’t anybody outside of Ke-2. 
cksburg see this convoy? It would 
have drawn considerable attention 
and certainly would have been men-
tioned in the media.

A huge  traffic jam, mentioned by the 3. 
media, lasted most of the evening. 
How did the military navigate this 
traffic without forcing vehicles out of 
the way?

Where are the photographs of this 4. 
convoy traversing through Kecks-
burg?  Despite professional news 
photographers being present, there 
isn’t one image of a military vehicle.

How were these vehicles fueled 5. 
since many were probably working 
outside their operational range? No-
body reports seeing them fueling at 
any location.

Bob Bitner mentioned “a personnel 6. 

carrier”. He was clear to make it a ve-
hicle different than a standard mili-
tary truck. This implies he was talk-
ing about a tracked vehicle of some 
kind.  The M113 was the standard 
personnel carrier of 1965 and was 
not authorized to be used on civilian 
roadways in the United States.  One 
would need to transport such a ve-
hicle with the M123. 

The probable response as to why these 
vehicles/convoys were unreported in 
1965 is that this was all covertly done and 
was missed by everyone.  The does not 
stand to reason. The military could not 
have halted traffic on the minor roads 
to allow their vehicles to arrive without 
somebody noticing. All the media reports 
from 1965 fail to mention the convoy and 
cordoning off of the roads to allow for its 
passage.

Another key ingredient in all of this is the 
claim that the military had arrived in force 
and established, as one witness called it, 
martial law in Kecksburg.  There is abso-
lutely no evidence that this occurred.  For 
the military to perform the way it did in 
the Kecksburg legend, it would have vio-
lated the Posse Comitatus Act  of 1878, 
which prevents the military from search, 
seizure, arrest, or anything similar to this 
without lawful authorization.  

Other claims of military personnel rais-
ing weapons on people to make them 
leave are just pure fiction.  To even load 
a weapon under these conditions would 
be a serious violation of any sentry.  It 
would mean that one would have been 
intending to use deadly force when it was 
not necessary.    

Like the convoy of vehicles, all of these 
armed military guards are missing from 
the media at the time.  If there were per-
sonnel everywhere as claimed, then we 
would have seen photographs in the 
headlines instead of Mrs. Kalp talking 
to Robert Gatty (Greensburg-Tribune 
review) or a bunch of civilians standing 
on the road looking at the search area 
(Uniontown Evening standard).  How can 
such claims be so readily accepted?

In all of this military involvement, it is im-
portant to note the following:

Not once have any Army or Air Force 1. 
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Unfortunately, the boxes of these records 
had been missing since 1987. However,  
there was a summary sheet of what was 
included in the boxes. This document 
did not even list Kecksburg.  UFOlogists 
suggest that the important records aren’t 
listed since the classification would have 
been higher than Confidential. Of course, 
NASA could easily have stated they had 
no records on Kecksburg because they 
did not go there. 

To further complicate matters, a NASA 
spokesman, Dave Steitz, was quoted as 
saying the following regarding the re-
quest:

As a rule, we don’t track UFOs. What we 
could do, and what we apparently did as 
experts in spacecraft in the 1960s, was to 
take a look at whatever it was and give 
our expert opinion,” Steitz said. “We did 
that, we boxed (the case) up and that was 
the end of it. Unfortunately, the docu-
ments supporting those findings were 
misplaced.25

UFOlogists have leaped onto this state-
ment as an admission that NASA did re-
trieve something that evening. The truth 
is that Steitz suggested this was pos-
sible since the discussion was about the 
Fragology files that were missing. Steitz 
was not present in 1965 and was not in-
volved in the Fragology effort. It was not 
an open admission that NASA did recover 
debris that night. It only suggested that 
IF they had done such an operation, then 
it would have been in the Fragology files. 
There is no evidence that suggests that 
they did.

This was confirmed after years of dili-
gent searching by NASA because of the 
lawsuit. Nothing could be found relating 
to Kecksburg.  Boxes and files were still 
missing but there is no evidence to in-
dicate what was in those boxes/files had 
anything to do with Kecksburg. By 2009, 
Kean was satisfied that the search was 
complete. She made many suggestions 
about why there were no records (some 
involve the standard conspiracy theory). 
She also wondered why NASA had no 
files on the fireball incident but had re-
cords about other fireballs.  The most like-
ly reason is because they knew nothing 
came down. As we know from the Blue 
Book files, they told NASA they had found 
nothing at Kecksburg.  Scientists also had 

velocity impact when the two star wit-
nesses, who saw the acorn (Bulebush and 
Romansky), indicate it was half-buried in 
the ground (Romansky referred to it as a 
“crater” in his 1989 testimony to Kim Opa-
ka) and there was some form of gouge.  
This is hardly the description of a low-en-
ergy impact.  What Kite’s findings actually 
proved was that there was no evidence 
to support the stories of Bulebush and 
Romansky. 

Since Kite’s findings were inconclusive at 
best, the findings of Ray Hicks were con-
sidered more important by Kean and the 
Sci-Fi channel.  Hicks took core samples of 
trees that were supposedly damaged by 
the passage of the acorn.  These damaged 
trees were identified by photographs 
taken by Stan Gordon around twenty 
years after the event.  When Hicks ana-
lyzed the core samples he suggested that 
some of the trees had a change in their 
growth rates that occurred around 1965.  
The implications were that the acorn had 
managed to knock these trees down and 
soft-landed in the ravine exactly where 
Bulebush and Romansky stated.

At first glance, this evidence does look 
impressive but it seems incomplete. 
How many trees were actually tested 
and what were the results? Were these 
results consistent with this trajectory? 
Whatever study was done seems to have 
never been published in a scientific jour-
nal. However, Leslie Kean does give a few 
quotes from Hicks.  Hicks had stated that 
the rings indicated that one of the trees 
had a reduction in growth around 1967 
or 1968.  He only suggested that if he was 
off in his count, it might support the 1965 
crash.  Exactly how many people counted 
the rings and exactly what is the margin 
for error? This tree ring analysis was being 
presented as something of an exact sci-
ence but now it appears that it could be 
off a few years! 

What is most interesting is how the same 
Ray Hicks felt about the results when 
he was interviewed by AP reporter Joe 
Mandak:

Forestry professor Ray Hicks counted tree 
rings and determined that trees in the 
area were damaged in 1965. Hicks, how-
ever, said the trees were likely damaged 
by ice, and then snapped off by the wind. 
He says his findings don’t support Kean’s 

claim that “something physically landed” 
at the site. 24

I am not sure why there are conflicting re-
ports from Hicks. Since he was paid for his 
findings, HIcks probably had to word his 
report so as to satisfy his employers. That 
means he would have to word it in a way 
that  a crash might have caused the dam-
age. Kean and the Sci-Fi channel seemed 
to have “cherry-picked” the right analysis 
and comment that supported their case. 
They withheld any information that was 
contradictory to their case.

Frag files

In a final desperate effort to produce real 
evidence, Kean and the  Coalition for 

Freedom of Information (CFI) filed numer-
ous  FOIA requests for NASA documents 
regarding Kecksburg. NASA released 
what they had and suggested that any 
records regarding Kecksburg would have 
been in their Fragology files. These are re-
cords of material that had been examined 
after reentering the earth’s atmosphere. 
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stated the meteor headed into Canada. It 
seemed, with this fireball, NASA saw no 
reason to pursue the matter. 

The bottom line in all of this, is there is no 
evidence that NASA was ever involved in 
Kecksburg beyond a phone call to Blue 
Book.  Kean and CFI wasted a lot of peo-
ple’s time and tax payer dollars conduct-
ing a wild goose chase just so they could 
make headlines.

The myth exposed

What this all boils down to is that the 
Kecksburg story has evolved from 

its simple roots into an incredible story 
that is not supported by any evidence 
that can be verified.  For some reason, 
there are quite a few UFOlogists, who 
find this case truly compelling.  The truth 
is, it is only compelling when you listen to 
the crash proponent’s version of events. 
If you look beyond the wild tales and the 
smokescreen hiding pertinent informa-
tion, you quickly discover that this case is  
devoid of substance.  This is more about 
people seeking attention than a real in-
vestigation designed to produce facts 
that can be established.
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Some people believe 
that UFOs have landed 

or crashed, and have been 
recovered by the United 
States Government. Some-
times, as the stories go, 
dead or living alien crew 
members were involved. 
There are sometimes peo-
ple who claim that they, 
or others, are witnesses. 
Books, movies and televi-
sion programs have pre-
sented their accounts.

Stories like this have been 
circulating since shortly 
after the first flying sau-
cer reports in 1947. The 
claims are often similar 
and many people wonder: 
could there be something 
to these stories? 

In 1950 Frank Scully, a Hollywood col-
umnist, wrote one of the first American 
UFO books, Behind the Flying Saucers.  
It was a popular best-seller. Scully retold 
a story about landed saucers and little 
dead crewmen he had heard from two 
acquaintances. One of them, a mysteri-
ous “Dr. Gee”, told Scully he was a Gov-
ernment scientist working on a secret 
magnetic propulsion project. This was 
only five years after the secret World War 
II atomic bomb project. Many readers did 
not recognize the phony science claims in 
the book. To them, it seemed like a good 
explanation for the “saucers”.

Two years later a magazine article by J. P. 
Cahn showed that the story was a hoax.2 It 
later turned out that “Dr. Gee” was one of 
many aliases used in confidence schemes 
by Leo GeBaur, owner of a Phoenix, Arizo-
na, radio and TV parts store. Some things 
in the story may have come from a 1949 
movie, “The Flying Saucer”.  GeBaur and 
his friend were later convicted and jailed 
for fraud.  People invested in an oil pros-
pecting device that they said was based 
on saucer technology. It was only a war 
surplus electrical device worth a few dol-
lars.

Many things in later “crash” stories seem 
to have come from “Dr. Gee’s” tale: The 
craft were said to have no visible seams, 
rivets or doors. The saucers were magnet-
ically powered, and made of metals un-

known on Earth. Readers were told that 
scientists had a hard time entering the 
disks, even after using a diamond-tipped 
drill and torches.  Alien writing like “Egyp-
tian hieroglyphics” was found. The recov-
ered saucer was supposed to have been 
taken on a covered, flat-bed truck to the 
Air Force technical center at Wright Field, 
Ohio.

A recent widely-publicized crash claim 
has been that a UFO or Soviet spacecraft 
was recovered by the military in 1965 at 
Kecksburg, Pennsylvania.  I took a close 
look at this story and learned just how 
such claims can become widely told and 
believed UFO stories.

Near sunset on December 9, 1965, a bril-
liant fireball brighter than the full Moon 
was seen by thousands in 10 states and 
Ontario.  Witnesses mistakenly thought 
it had crashed, landed or dropped frag-
ments at 17 places in six states and the 
Canadian province.

Much more is known about this fireball 
than most objects of its kind. By good 
luck, the cloud it left in the sky was pho-
tographed seconds later from two places 
in Michigan. A sonic boom was caused 
when the object finally burst apart as it 
travelled at supersonic speed through 
the air. This was recorded by a seismom-
eter used to measure earthquakes. Michi-
gan State University astronomers Von Del 
Chamberlain and David J. Krause used a 
process called triangulation to find the 

object’s path through 
the atmosphere.

They found a speed 
of about 8.7 miles 
per second, within 
the speed of meteors 
entering the Earth’s 
atmosphere. This is 
about twice as fast as 
man-made space ob-
jects returning from 
low orbits. A possible 
orbit for the object 
was determined out 
to the asteroid belt, 
between the orbits 
of Mars and Jupiter, 
where many bright 
fireball meteors orig-
inate.  The astrono-
mers concluded that 

the object was a meteor, and that it was 
probably not man-made space debris 
because of its steep path. Their research 
was published in 1967-8 in a scientific 
journal 7a and by the Michigan Geological 
Survey.7b

The conclusion that the object was a 
meteor and not reentering space debris 
had also appeared, with a photograph, 
in the February, 1966, issue of Sky & Tele-
scope magazine. This article explained 
how Chamberlain and Geophysicist G. 
W. Wetherill had spoken to or reviewed 
written reports from more than 120 eye-
witnesses. Some reported that from the 
south shore of Lake Erie the fireball had 
disappeared at the northern horizon over 
the lake. This showed them that the me-
teor did not fall south of the lake.

One of many places in Pennsylvania 
where people saw the meteor low in the 
western sky was Kecksburg, a small town 
about 30 miles southeast of Pittsburgh. 
Two children, who lived nearby at Acme, 
told their mother that they had seen “a 
star of fire”. The woman went outside and 
looked in the direction of the Ontario me-
teor. (See Figure 1 on page 11 of this issue) 
She reported that she saw what looked 
like “blue smoke” in the sky. It seemed to 
slowly fade away over a nearby wooded 
hill.

After first allowing her children to look 
for anything which had come down, she 
then went to find them and they returned 
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home.

They made no report until at least 1 1/2 
hours later, after the fireball was reported 
on local radio as a possible airplane on 
fire.  This delay suggests that the event 
did not seem important to them.

About the time of their report, on nearby 
KDKA-radio, Pittsburgh, was a popular 
call-in show with well-known flying sau-
cer lecturer Frank Edwards as a guest.  
Although Edwards concluded on the air 
that the object was a meteorite, in a best-
selling book the following year he claimed 
there were things wrong with the official 
explanation.  He must have had second 
thoughts later because in his next book 
the incident was not mentioned.  Frank 
Edwards’ UFO claims on the radio that 
night may have been important in the 
development of the UFO crash legend.  

John Murphy, news director of WHJB-ra-
dio, Greensburg, Pa., a local station, called 
the Pennsylvania State Police to relay the 
woman’s sighting.  A report was also sent 
to the Associated Press (AP), which then 
issued its own bulletin calling the fireball 
a UFO.9a

According to once classified documents 
in the National Archives, the U.S. Air Force 
“Project Blue Book” UFO investigating of-
fice at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, 
Ohio was notified of the news bulletin. 
Following normal 1965 procedures for 
investigating a UFO report,35 it asked 
personnel at the nearest Air Force base, 
a North American Air Defense Command 
radar site of the 662 Radar Squadron at 
Oakdale, Pa., to investigate. They were 
asked to collect what had been reported 
to be burning debris.  Three men were 
sent to Kecksburg, and to Erie, Pa., where 
a civilian pilot had reported that the On-
tario fireball fell into Lake Erie.9b

Hundreds of people who heard radio or 
television broadcasts travelled to Kecks-
burg. Some, including members of local 
fire companies, property owners, State 
Police and spectators searched an area 
pointed out by the Acme witnesses, or 
just stood around watching.

UFO crash proponents say that local fire 
companies were called out. My investiga-
tion and an inquiry by former fire compa-
ny officers have been unable to verify this 

among the records of four local fire com-
panies. Some say that a large military re-
covery operation occurred at Kecksburg. 
This also remains unproven. Another 
unproven claim is that the Army was in-
volved. This rumor may have started be-
cause the Air Force Squadron was based 
at the Oakdale Army Engineers Support 
Facility.5

Some people even say that the military 
“roped off”, “sealed off” or “quarantined” 
the area. This was not supported by a sin-
gle one of 61 eyewitnesses contacted for 
this report. What happened is that a State 
Police Fire Marshall, Carl Metz, ordered 
that the road past the search site blocked 
off at either end so that fire vehicles could 
use it, if needed. This road was later offi-
cially named “Meteor Road”.5

According to Edward Myers, 1965 Kecks-
burg Fire Chief, and other participants, 
the roadblocks were manned by fire po-
lice from the Mt. Pleasant Unity Fire Com-
pany. Combat or riot-control equipped 
soldiers were not involved, as has been 
portrayed in a wildly imaginative televi-
sion version of events.5m  It is hard to be-
lieve that if armed troops were present 
this would not have been reported by the 
many TV, radio and newspaper reporters 
at the scene, who in 1965 reported no 
such activity.

The State Police led one search with flash-
lights which found nothing. Then reports 
of a flashing blue light brought the three 
Air Force men and the police back to the 
woods.9a  This light seems to have been 
caused by several high school students 
who went into the woods to search, 

found nothing, and then ran through 
the trees flashing a camera strobe. This 
attracted spotlights from the crowd on 
the opposite hillside. I obtained a long, 
signed statement from one participant 
which fully explains these blue lights re-
ported by some eyewitnesses.

An unnamed spokesman for the 662nd 
Squadron reported, “There is an Uniden-
tified Flying Object in the woods...” This 
suggests to some people that this must 
have been a “true UFO” event. Seldom is 
the rest of his statement considered: “We 
don’t know what we have yet.” According 
to a once-classified telephone log in the 
National Archives, the officer in charge of 
Project Blue Book, Major Hector Quinta-
nilla, told superiors at the Pentagon that 
the fireball was a meteor.9b

An exciting headline the next day in an 
early edition of a local newspaper is often 
used by UFO crash supporters. A close 
reading of the article, however, shows 
that the reporter was unable to talk to 
anyone who had actually seen an object 
or to the Acme witnesses. It also gave an 
inaccurate location for the search, which 
was really 1/2 mile away on another 
farm.15

Proponents of a UFO mystery like to show 
copies of this article on national televi-
sion. They have never displayed three 
other articles published the same day in 
a later edition of the same newspaper.  In 
these the paper reported results of the 
official search and statements that the 
fireball had been a meteor.16a In an edi-
torial the following day the newspaper 
concluded, after the on-the-scene inves-
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tigation by its staff, that nothing at all had 
landed.16b

After a few inaccurate articles in flying 
saucer magazines5l,5p and Edwards’ book, 
the incident was forgotten. In the 1960s 
no major UFO investigator or group 
seems to have taken the incident seri-
ously.

The crash legend developed after the in-
volvement of UFO buffs and writers who 
sought witnesses and promoted the inci-
dent. Prominent among these was a lead-
ing Pennsylvania UFO investigator, Stan 
Gordon, of nearby Greensburg. Founder 
of his own local UFO group, Gordon was 
also the state director of the Mutual UFO 
Network, the nation’s largest organization 
of UFO investigators and enthusiasts.5d-h 

The first event in the “modern” develop-
ment of the Kecksburg legend occurred 
November 16, 1979, on a radio call-in 
show on KDKA, Pittsburgh. Guests includ-
ed two UFO investigators and two well-
known “abductees”, people who claimed 
to have been forcibly taken into UFOs by 
aliens. The Kecksburg incident and the 
old press reports were mentioned. Four 
listeners called who claimed to be 1965 
Kecksburg eyewitnesses.

The investigators later interviewed two of 
the callers. One said that he was a former 
fireman and had seen a flashing light in 
the woods, but had been unable to see 
any shape to the object. The second man 
claimed that he was the 1965 Kecksburg 
Fire Chief. He said that from 25 feet away 
he had seen a “military 10-ton” flat-bed 
truck with a tarp over a 17-foot long ob-
ject surrounded by military guards.  

For 10 years this man’s story circulated 
among UFO enthusiasts interested in Ke-
cksburg. By 1985, when he retold the sto-
ry to a local newspaper reporter, the ve-
hicle was just a “heavy” truck with a tarp 
covering the back so that “you couldn’t 
tell if there was anything inside”.  By 1990 
his truck was only a military “troop-trans-
port”.

In the 1985 interview this witness claimed 
that the military had prevented him from 
going to the crash site. Gordon later re-
ported that the man actually did not ar-
rive until late at night, never went to the 

claimed impact site or the fire house, and 
only learned the next day that the firehall 
had been “overtaken” by the military.

By 1990 it was apparent that this key 
source for the UFO crash story was not 
the 1965 fire chief, although he had held 
this position at another time. He never re-
sponded to the author’s written request 
for details of his personal experience. This 
early story is no longer featured by sup-
porters of a mysterious crash and recov-
ery.  

Beginning in 1984 Gordon and other in-
vestigators began trying to obtain U.S. 
Government documents through the 
Freedom of Information Act.5d  Microfilms 
of the complete 31-page Air Force file on 
the incident had been available publicly 
at the National Archives, Washington, 
D.C., since 1974. These once-classified 
files show that the sighting was judged 
to be “astro (meteor)”, with “No Physical 
Evidence”. Also included is a copy of the 
1966 Sky & Telescope article with its pho-
tograph and correspondence with the 
photographer.9b

Despite years of effort by Mr. Gordon and 
others, nothing has ever been found in 
Government files to contradict the offi-
cial version that the fireball was a meteor 
and that nothing was recovered.

Local UFO enthusiasts, however, were 
certain that something mysterious had 
happened. In August, 1987 they set up 
a display at a regional mall, a few miles 
from Kecksburg, during “International 
UFO Awareness Week”. This was preceded 
by statewide wire service publicity. After 
hearing them retell the “UFO crash” story 
and show 1965 news clips, one visitor 
said that he had seen the crashed UFO.5d

According to him, the UFO was buried 
partly in the ground. In the flashlight 
beams of searchers the object seemed 
to be shaped like an acorn with markings 
that looked like “Egyptian hieroglyphics”. 
There were no rivets, seams or openings 
in the craft. “It was definitely not of this 
planet”, he told a 1989 interviewer.

According to this man’s story, military of-
ficers then arrived and told searchers to 
leave. Armed troops occupied the fire 
house and would not allow the firemen 
to enter. He said that he saw a military 

convoy with a large flat-bed truck car-
rying a covered object, escorted by ma-
chine gun-armed jeeps, race away from 
the area.5d-f

After 22 years UFO investigators finally 
had an eyewitness who said he could 
lead them to the crash site. It seemed to 
confirm their own estimate of the crash 
location, leading them to believe that the 
witness’s story was true. This account was 
repeated for several years in UFO publi-
cations, television programs and among 
UFOlogists.

Three other eyewitnesses later came for-
ward. After questioning by believers, one 
told a story which seemed to confirm 
the description given by the Mall wit-
ness. He said that he had been the first 
to find the UFO in the woods, but when 
other searchers approached he had just 
run away. Gordon was now convinced 
that they were on to something, and he 
ignored this improbable reaction by this 
second witness. The man had never pub-
licly told his story before, but he decided 
to step forward from a crowd in the pres-
ence of network television cameras.

The trouble with all of these stories is that 
their crash location matches the mistak-
en search locale published in 1965 in the 
local newspaper.  This was first called to 
my attention by the 1965 Kecksburg Fire 
Chief, Edward Myers, and suggests that 
these stories were stimulated by this old 
newspaper clipping or the saucer enthu-
siasts. 
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On September 19, 1990, a highly dra-
matic version of the incident was first fea-
tured on NBC-TV’s “Unsolved Mysteries”. 
It reached an audience of tens of millions 
and has been repeatedly broadcast.5n

Five months before the program was 
filmed Drew Fleming, a representative 
of Cosgrove-Meurer Productions, the 
show’s Burbank, California, producers, 
telephoned astronomer Von Del Cham-
berlain about his 1967 scientific article on 
the meteor’s path. Chamberlain positive-
ly identified the fireball as a meteor, not a 
UFO, and followed with a March 7, 1990, 
letter. He emphasized that a great deal 
was known about this event which was 
like similar fireballs that occur frequently 
throughout the world. Chamberlain sent 
Fleming a copy of his article, which in-
cluded photographs of the meteor cloud, 
and offered to provide any more informa-
tion needed. The pictures and research 
by the astronomers were not mentioned 
on the program.

In late July 1990 a producer for the show 
interviewed local residents. Among 
these were five, including several prop-

erty owners, who told her that the UFO 
crash tale was not true. Three agreed to 
appear on film.  They say that they were 
never contacted when filming occurred. 
Also not mentioned on TV was a signed 
petition to the show’s producers from 46 
eyewitnesses and property owners who 
said that they believed the official story 
that nothing happened. They received no 
response.

After the broadcast, more than 100 peo-
ple called the TV program’s telephone 
“hotline” to report that they were also 
eyewitnesses. Most probably remem-
bered the meteor in the air, the search, 
or the press accounts. One new witness’s 
account includes details added to the 
television show for dramatic effect, and 
cannot be taken seriously. 

Others say that they saw the UFO in 1965 
at Ohio Air Force bases.26  My investiga-
tion showed that these Ohio stories all 
bear resemblances to the 1950 hoax in 
the Scully book (see page 35 of this is-
sue). For example, one hotline caller 
claimed that he was a civilian truck driver 
who stumbled on the recovered UFO at 

Wright Patterson Air Force Base. He and 
his cousin, who at first denied being pres-
ent but later supported the story, say 
that they were told that the object was a 
“spaceship” with “at least two bodies in-
side”. They were told that all attempts to 
enter the craft using acetylene torches, a 
diamond head drill, and acid had failed. 
All records of the family business for 
which they worked, they said, had been 
destroyed in a fire, so they had no proof. 

Several people who called reported see-
ing the object at Lockbourne Air Force 
Base, near Columbus. These stories close-
ly match a 1954 hoax from the same city 
reprinted in several UFO books. Many of 
this story’s details seem to have been lift-
ed, word to word, from the Scully book. 
Crash proponents have accepted all of 
these new witness claims, even though 
they may contradict each other.

Since I began my investigation of the Ke-
cksburg “crash”, I have collected the ac-
counts of more than 200 people who said 
that they were eyewitnesses. All but a tiny 
handful of these can be explained by the 
brilliant meteor in the sky over Ontario, 
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the unsuccessful search for its debris, or 
the admitted flashing light prank in the 
woods.

About ten remaining Pennsylvania ac-
counts would, if accurate, support a crash 
and recovery. However, they are from un-
known or now dead people who never 
publicly made the claim in their lifetimes; 
people who are repeating the tale first 
told on the radio in 1979 or later on “Un-
solved Mysteries”, and several who seem 
to be taking part in a hoax.  For each and 
every one of these accounts, there are 
other people who say that they were also 
present at the same locations and that 
the crash and retrieval did not occur.

On April 21, 1992, I sent a copy of the 
1967 Chamberlain and Krause article to 
UFO researcher Stan Gordon and asked 
for his reaction. He remains silent.

A photograph of the meteor cloud in the 
February 1966 Sky & Telescope is included 
in the USAF Blue Book file in the National 
Archives. Gordon says that he has been in 
possession of this file since 1985.5f

Investigators claiming a UFO or space-
craft crash have seldom revealed the 
existence of the Michigan photographs. 
Nor have they discussed the research 
published nearly 30 years ago showing 
that the object was a meteor which never 
came near Pennsylvania. 

People engaged in scientific research are 
expected to discuss all the available evi-
dence for or against a hypothesis. Those 
who claim to have seriously researched 
the December 9, 1965, event must ac-
count for these photographs. Instead, 
they continue to ignore their existence.

We can therefore conclude that it is the 
UFO investigators, not the Government, 
Kecksburg doubters or the Pennsylvania 
State Police who have been guilty of a 
deliberate, continuing cover-up of docu-
ments and photographs revealing the 
truth about the Kecksburg “UFO crash”.  

On October 9, 1992, a fireball was seen 
over New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and 
West Virginia. The meteorite dropped 
a 27-pound chunk which struck a car at 
Peekskill, New York. It was a Friday night 
and tens of thousands attending local 
football games saw the meteor. 

Hundreds of residents from the Kecks-
burg area were in the bleachers of the Mt. 
Pleasant Area High School stadium. Many 
remarked that they now understood how 
a meteor could have created the 1965 
UFO accounts. 

On the following Sunday four local men 
asked the second witness to the UFO in 
the woods to go to the crash site. They 
were all longtime acquaintances; some 
had gone to school with the witness. The 
four had always been doubters about the 
UFO story and pointed out that it seemed 
impossible for a large truck to negotiate 
the steep ravine at the crash site. When 
asked what he would tell people if it was 
shown that the story was a hoax, the 
second witness told his friends that he 
would say that he just told the story to 
get on television.

In January 1994 a rumor began to circulate 
of a UFO crash in Central New York State. 
According to one published version, peo-
ple who lived near a heavily wooded area 
between Fabius and Pompey, southeast 
of Syracuse, reported that an object had 
cleared a path through trees as it landed.  
An increase in aircraft activity and mili-
tary trucks in the area was reported.  One 
source speculated that there must be a 
“cover-up” because there were no reports 
of plane crashes or meteors.  

The similarities of the claims to the Ke-
cksburg incident, then being featured 
repeatedly on “Unsolved Mysteries”, in-
trigued me. The story involved a wooded 
area, trees knocked down by an impact-
ing object, military trucks, mysterious air-
craft, and rumors of a cover-up.

I contacted seven UFO investigators 
from the Mutual UFO Network and the 
Center for UFO Studies, the two largest 
American UFO groups.  Three investiga-
tors from New York State reported that 
they had also heard rumors or received 
reports. One said that there were several 
reported “landings” in the area, but he 
had no details.

One MUFON investigator, Rosemary Rig-
gal, thought it might be important that 
a highly visible meteor, which had to be 
of “tremendous size”, had been reported 
about the time of the crash. Dana M. 
Schmidt, the assistant state director for 
MUFON, also suggested a connection. I 

believe Riggal and Schmidt are absolutely 
correct in drawing a connection between 
the reports, but I believe the meteor was 
most likely the October 9, 1993, event, 
which received wide publicity.

More UFO crash rumors based upon the 
televised Kecksburg hoax can be expect-
ed. There are always people who like to 
tell a good yarn, or who seek the lime-
light. Some UFO investigators will be able 
to distinguish between rumor and fact. 
Others, convinced that they are on the 
trail of an exciting mystery, may spend 
years chasing “witnesses” and engaging 
in searches for once-secret Government 
documents. Perhaps it is just the thrill of 
the search, itself, that interests them.

Folktales are traditional stories or beliefs 
which are not necessarily true, but which 
are told or retold by a people. UFO enthu-
siasts who are unaware of the folklore tra-
dition which began nearly 50 years ago 
with the tale told to Frank Scully by “Dr. 
Gee” will continue to be fooled by UFO 
“crash” stories.

Before we accept claims about a subject 
as important as extraterrestrial visitors, 
we should be sure to ask ourselves if the 
evidence, and not just the stories, sup-
port the claims being made.
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responsible for a fireball which was seen 
over southwestern Ontario, Canada and 
nine states from Michigan to New York 
and purported to have subsequently 
landed in Pennsylvania southeast of Pitts-
burgh near the town of Kecksburg (40.2 N, 
79.5 W) on 9 December 1965 at 4:46 p.m. 
EST local time (21:46 UT). Uncertainties in 
the orbital information and reentry coor-
dinates and time make it difficult to deter-
mine if this could have been the Cosmos 
96 spacecraft”. 3

Easton also exchanged information with 
James Oberg. At the time, Oberg contin-
ued to point out that part of Cosmos-96 
could have been responsible for the Ke-
cksburg controversy:

The Soyuz-1 impact was at about 300-
400 mph but the most damage was the 
explosion of the soft-landing engine post-
impact. A Kosmos-96 type vehicle would 
have impacted somewhat slower because 
it would have been smaller. But orbital el-
ements released by NORAD showed that 
at the time of the reported impact, K-96 
was not passing anywhere near Kecks-
burg. The only way to reconcile the track-
ing data is to: 

Either assume the tracking data was 1. 
generated as camouflage for the true 
flight path which crossed PA at the 
right time, or 

Assume there were other fragments in 2. 
higher orbits (quite plausible consider-
ing how the vehicle originally exploded 
weeks earlier) that underwent different 
orbital evolution before decaying at 
the “matching” time of day and loca-
tion. 4

This argument began to fail simply be-
cause there was no evidence that an ac-
tual recovery had occurred and nothing 
could be found to suggest that the cap-
sule had come down in Pennsylvania. 

By 2003, it became apparent to Oberg 
that the Cosmos-96 connection was un-
likely but had not been completely elimi-
nated. Oberg still maintains that Cosmos-
96 could still have something to do with 
the events in question but he now felt the 
meteor explanation was most likely:

I will not _mislead_ anyone by arguing 
that _I_ happen to want people to believe 
that the Kosmos-96 prosaic explanation is 
credible and consistent with all trustwor-
thy evidence. The least unlikely explana-
tion in my view is that the natural fireball 

In 1980, Clark McClelland was the first 
to suggest that Cosmos 96 might be 

the source of the Kecksburg crash. There 
seemed to be little follow-up on this un-
til 1989, when Stan Gordon stated that 
he had information that Cosmos-96 had 
come down earlier that day in a different 
location.  

That seemed to settle the Cosmos-96 
idea but  in 1993, skeptic James Oberg 
picked up the idea that it still could have 
been the capsule from Cosmos-96.  In his 
article for Omni magazine, Oberg notes 
that the orbital data did not support it 
but also noted there may have been dif-
ferent segments of Cosmos-96 that had 
come down:

The released tracking data couldn’t be 
positively identified with specific pieces 
of the failed probe. It could have been the 
jettisoned rocket stage or a large piece of 
space junk. The probe itself could have 
been headed off toward Kecksburg. 1

The implication was that the capsule may 
have come to earth at a later time. Oberg 
also suggested that it could have been a 
ruse by the United States so the Soviets 
did not know we had recovered some 
of their spacecraft. The data could have 
been faulty or the it could have been al-
tered as a form of cover-up. The reasons 
were obvious according to Oberg:

In the 1960s, U.S military intelligence 
agencies interested in enemy technol-
ogy were eagerly collecting all the Soviet 
missile and space debris they could find. 
International law required that debris be 
returned to the country of origin. But hard-
ware from Kosmos-96, with its special mis-
sile-warhead shielding, would have been 
too valuable to give back. 2

Needless to say, Oberg’s suggestion was 
dismissed because the USAF data point-
ed towards a return to earth twelve hours 
before. Some of those people who want 
to accept this data also reject the infor-
mation that the USAF recovered nothing 
that evening at Kecksburg. This is a good 
example of saucer logic:

The USAF/NASA lie about UFO re-1. 
ports and recoveries 

The USAF/NASA do not lie about 2. 
their orbital data when it eliminates 
a conventional explanation. 

Since conspiracies expect the govern-
ment to lie, why do they suddenly feel 
that the government is telling the truth 

in this case? This was the argument put 
forth by Oberg. This Cosmos-96 connec-
tion stayed pretty much in limbo until the 
late 1990’s when more data was released 
regarding the orbital elements.

In December of 1998, James Easton re-
leased his Pulsar Newsletter No. 2. In it he 
described his research into the Cosmos-
96 connection. Most importantly, James 
reported the following exchange be-
tween himself and Dr. David Williams of 
the National Space science data center:

I wrote to Dr. David Williams, the mis-
sion’s contact at the National Space Sci-
ence Data Center and asked if he might be 
able to shed any further light on a possible 
connection with the Kecksburg events. Dr. 
Willliams was most helpful and replied, 
“Unfortunately we don’t have much infor-
mation on the Cosmos 96 mission here at 
the data center, but I have at least some-
thing I can add to our record... According 
to the ‘Handbook of Soviet Lunar and 
Planetary Exploration’ by N.L. Johnson, 
the Cosmos 96 may have exploded dur-
ing an orbital restart into 8 large pieces 
which entered the atmosphere around 
December 9. There is apparently infor-
mation on this in Science News of 22 
July 1967 and ‘Soviet Space Exploration, 
the first decade’ by W. Shelton (1968, p. 
231)”...”I still haven’t found much on Cos-
mos 96, even after contacting the U.S. 
Space Command, but I’ve put a mention 
of the Kecksburg incident in the record at: 
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/da-
tabase/www-nmc?65-094A (note: this is 
now found at http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/
database/MasterCatalog?sc=1965-094-
A)’This mission was intended as a Venus 
lander, presumably similar in design to 
the Venera 3 which had launched a week 
earlier. The spacecraft attained Earth orbit 
and the main rocket body (65-094B) sepa-
rated from the orbiting launch platform. It 
is believed an explosion (perhaps during 
ignition for insertion of the spacecraft into 
a Venus transfer orbit) damaged the plat-
form, resulting in at least six additional 
fragments (designated 65-094C - H). The 
damaged spacecraft remained in orbit 
for 16 days and reentered the Earth’s at-
mosphere on 9 December 1965. There is 
some speculation that the reentry of the 
Cosmos 96/Venera-type spacecraft was 
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In his book, A history of UFO crashes, 
Kevin Randle mentioned a message 

from the project blue book files where a 
Lt. Stephen Paquette of New Hampton, 
Massachusetts is told he was going to be 
part of the search team.  Paquette was 
quoted as stating, “From what I’ve heard, 
the Air Force Department in Washington 
is supposed to release something in the 
morning”.1  Randle suggests that Lt. Pa-
quette might have specialized training if 
he was in Massachusetts and was “alert-
ed” for the event:

There is no evidence that Paquette ever 
traveled to Pennsylvania, and it seems 
unlikely than an officer in Massachusetts 
would be ordered in, unless he was part of 
a special unit or had some sort of special 
training or expertise. That seems to be the 
case here. 2

This all ties into government project 
called “Moondust”, which was supposed 
to retrieve objects from space that were 
of unknown or foreign (i.e. Soviet) ori-
gin.  Randle implies that Lt. Paquette may 
have been part of this project.

Intrigued by this, I  wanted to see the 
document myself.  However, after search-
ing the Blue Book Archive and Fold3’s 
Bluebook pages, I could not find the doc-
ument. However, I did find several that 
mentioned a Lt. Stephen Paquette inves-
tigating UFO cases for the 662nd radar 
squadron at Oakdale in 1965 and 1966.  
The coincidence of the name and loca-
tion made me think this was the same 
person.  

With no luck on trying to figure things 
out, I contacted Mr. Randle asking if he 
might clarify the situation. He answered 
that the document was in a CUFOS file on 
Kecksburg, which included project blue 
documents and sent me a copy.  What 
it appears to be is a news wire teletype 
printout and the two sentences state:

Air Force Lt. Stephen Paquette, of North 
Hampton, Mass, said he had been order to 
participate in the search.  “From what I’ve 
heard, the Air Force Department in Wash-
ington is supposed to release something 
in the morning,” he said.3

Randle had made a minor error in calling 

it New Hampton in his book, which also 
led to some confusion (there is a New 
Hampton in NH but not Massachusetts).  
When I had pointed out to him the docu-
ments that mentioned Lt. Paquette, he 
seemed to agree that the statement may 
have been an interview with Lt. Paquette 
who was FROM Northampton, Massa-
chusetts and not actually IN Northamp-
ton, Massachusetts.  Kevin Randle would 
follow up with a blog entry describing 
the revelations. He would concede that 
there was little chance of Paquette being 
some specialist, who would be called in 
to recover crashed space debris.

In the Blue Book Memo for the record, we 
see the following4:

This might have been Lt. Paquette or 
where Lt. Paquette got his information 
about an upcoming press release in the 
morning. Somebody in the media con-
tacted the UFO or public information of-
ficer for the 662nd radar squadron, once 
they learned that members of that unit 
had been sent there. When contacted by 
the media, Lt. Paquette gave a standard 
response.

Being involved in UFO investigations, it 
seems likely that Lt. Paquette would be 
told to be “on call” in case there really was 
a UFO that had come down in Kecksburg.  
However, the speculation that he was in-
volved in “Moondust” is just not valid.
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meteor - and it was so well observed and 
recorded that it looks exactly like thou-
sands of other natural bolides and it’s pre-
impact trajectory could be computed and 
found to be ‘natural-meteoroid-like’ - led 
to somebody’s suspicion that it was con-
nected with the imminent entry of a very 
high-priority space object (Kosmos-96) so 
when the meteor was seen and reported, 
some low-level DoD pawns drove over to 
nose around. 5

Based on what Dr. Craig wrote about 
Bluebook and its interest in re-entering 
space debris, this was probably the rea-
son the AF personnel from Oakdale were 
sent.

While most skeptics agreed in 2003 that 
Cosmos-96 was unlikely,  Leslie Kean de-
cided to make sure that she was given 
credit for shooting down the Kecksburg-
Cosmos-96 connection.  In her article 
about Kecksburg in the International 
UFO Reporter, she declared she had con-
ducted several “decisive” interviews with 
NASA experts and they concluded what 
most people already knew. That being 
that Cosmos-96 did not come down at 
Kecksburg.  

While Cosmos-96 was an interesting pos-
sibility regarding Kecksburg, it was un-
tenable. It was only a coincidence that it 
came down to earth on the same day as 
the “Kecksburg UFO crash” incident.   
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The Coalition for the freedom of in-
formation (CFI) web site gives you 

a link to several pdf files showing news 
clippings from the Greensburg Tribune-
Review.

http://www.freedomofinfo.org/news/
Gatty2.pdf

http://www.freedomofinfo.org/news/
Gatty1.pdf

These articles supposedly prove that a 
UFO crashed at Kecksburg.  Headlines like 
“Army ropes off area” and “Resident tells 
of mysterious incident” sound like it was 
a night of hunting down crashed acorns.  
However, this isn’t the whole truth be-
cause one of the articles is selectively ed-
ited out.  In the image above, the  larger 
headline on the right side was cropped 
off. The apparent reason is to prevent the 
uninformed reader from seeing evidence 
that indicates nothing was ever found. 

The full article is to the right and it paints 
a completely different story than the one 
told by CFI.  In this light, it demonstrates 
that an organization using the term 
“freedom of information” is nothing but 
a bunch of hypocritical UFO proponents 
more interested in promoting them-
selves than promoting a real search for 
the truth.

The story they don’t 
want you to see

http://www.freedomofinfo.org/news/Gatty2.pdf
http://www.freedomofinfo.org/news/Gatty2.pdf
http://www.freedomofinfo.org/news/Gatty1.pdf
http://www.freedomofinfo.org/news/Gatty1.pdf
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The Kecksburg UFO crash 
Columbus Connection: Re-
covery of a 40-year-old fly-

ing saucer hoax?

By Robert Young

Stories of a Dec. 9, 1965, “UFO crash” 
and recovery at Kecksburg, Pa., were 

stimulated by a bright fireball meteor 
high in the sky over Ontario and an un-
successful search for debris.  (Chamber-
lain, Krause; USAF; Young).  After NBC-
TV’s “Unsolved Mysteries” featured the 
claims (1990), more than 100 people who 
said they were witnesses called the pro-
gram’s phone hot line.  Soon stories by 
former military personnel surfaced plac-
ing the recovered UFO at Lockbourne 
and Wright-Patterson Air Force Bases in 
Ohio (Gordon 1990; Santus 1990).

The Lockbourne accounts bear curious 
similarities to a 1954 tale from the same 
city which proved to be untrue or unsub-
stantiated.  (Moseley)  Parts of this earlier 
story seem to have been lifted almost 
verbatim from Behind the Flying Saucers 
by Frank Scully.  This 1950 best-seller, one 
of the first American flying saucer books, 
also stimulated many “UFO crash” tales.

Scully thought that he had the story of 
how the bodies of 34 little men were 
found in and around three crashed disks.  
His informants were an “industrialist” and 
a mysterious “Dr. Gee”, a man who claimed 
to be a “Government scientist” doing top-
secret “anti-gravity research”.  This was 
only five years after the existence of the 

Manhattan Project to build the atomic 
bomb was revealed and seemed  plau-
sible to many folks, particularly those un-
able to judge that most of the “science” in 
the book was nonsense.

The author was shown to have been the 
victim of a hoax (Cahn).  “Dr. Gee” was one 
of at least nine aliases used in various 
confidence schemes by the owner of a 
Phoenix radio and TV parts store.  Both of 
the book’s informants were subsequently 
convicted of a confidence scheme to de-
fraud investors with an oil exploration 
“doodlebug”, supposedly based upon 
saucer technology.

Flying saucer writer James W. Moseley 
investigated this first Columbus story in 
1954 and wondered whether the wit-
ness, “Miss Y”, had just rehashed Scully’s 
tale, added a few things of her own and 
served the story “cold to two suckers” 
(himself and a previous investigator). 
Moseley concluded, however, that her 
co-workers and supervisor, who had all 
denied the story, could also have been ly-
ing and that he had no way to know who 
was telling the truth.

I decided to apply the direct approach to 
Moseley’s hypothesis by simply checking 
the Scully book.  There are 19 parallels be-
tween the 1954 Columbus saucer crash 
and the Scully tale, including eight which 
seemed to have been lifted verbatim.  For 
example: Scully had called for a WAC with 
Army Intelligence to come forward pub-
licly with a woman’s perspective on how 
the aliens managed to live in the 30-foot 
disks.  “Miss Y” was first described as a 
WAC at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, 
an Air Force intelligence headquarters, 
but this was untrue.  Scully described a 
“36-ft. in diameter unmanned disk”; “Miss 
Y”, a 30 to 40-ft. unmanned saucer.

Also, in neither story did the saucers 
crash.  “Dr. Gee’s” landing ships were, “set 
on automatic float”; “Miss Y” said that 
they, “floated gently to the ground.”  “Dr. 
Gee’s” saucers had, “Portholes which they 
can see out but nobody can see in...half-
silvered to stop cosmic rays”; while the 
Columbus saucer was, “Not like ours... 
portholes of one way glass not visible 
from outside.”  “Two metals unknown to 
us” and not found “on this planet” be-
came “One or more alloys not found on 
this planet”.  Both discs were powered by 
“magnetic power”, and so on.  

“Miss Y” may have inadvertently con-

firmed the source of her story.  Despite 
claiming to have been told that photos 
she had seen and information were clas-
sified with a “top security designation”, 
she told Moseley that the facts she gave 
him were, “Public knowledge and that she 
was not breaking security to tell them.”

It seems that 15 parallel elements in the 
1954 hoax and the 1990 Ohio stories 
strongly suggest that the Kecksburg 
“UFO crash” Columbus connection is 
nothing more than retelling of this 40-
year-old hoax and the grand-daddy of 
many crashed flying saucer tales.
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1990 Kecksburg (Source noted) 1954 Columbus (Moseley or Clark)
1. Location Columbus, Ohio (Lockbourne AFB) Columbus, Ohio (Columbus Army Supply Depot)

2. The crash site was 
nearby, but Lockbourne 
AFB or Columbus ASD 
were not on the direct 
route to the final destina-
tion near Dayton: 

Crash was 200 miles east in Pennsylvania 
(Gordon;Santus)

Crash site was north of Columbus

3. Destination Wright-Patterson AFB First investigator said the events were at Wright Field 
but witness said that was the destination.

4. Involvement of military 
personnel was alleged.

Witness “Adams” was in USAF Air Police. (San-
tus) U.S. Army Sergeant. (Stone)

Claimant alleged to be a WAC was actually a civilian 
clerk who worked for the Army and FBI.

5.  Witnesses involved in 
classified message traf-
fic.

Only people with “Crypto” (involving codes) 
were involved. (Gordon)

Witness claimed access to decoded messages and 
classified photos; others involved denied story and 
said she had no codes clearance.

6.  Classification A “Top Secret” operation. (Santus; Stone)  
       

Photos were “classified...carried a top security desig-
nation.”  

7. Witnesses stumbled 
on classified event, then 
were told the details

Civilian truck drivers saw UFO in restricted 
area, told about events by workers (Gordon) 
   

Witness saw “classified” photos, was told about “top 
security” events by the photographer.

8.  Base status Base placed on “Red Alert”. (Gordon; Santus)  Base place on “Red and White Alert”.

9.  Guards “Shoot to kill orders” for guards.  (Gordon; 
Santus) Technicians were armed.(Gordon; 
Santus)

Very heavy guard; feared base would be under attack 
from other saucers to recover crashed disk.

10. Transport Trucked from crash. (Santus)  Flying saucer trucked from crash.

11. Truck passage 
through base.

Truck entered Lockbourne AFB through back 
gate on its way.    

Object went “through Columbus Army Supply Depot” 
on its journey.

12.  Transport Object on flatbed truck covered with tarp. 
(Santus)        

Object on flat-bed truck (Gordon)

A 10-12 foot wide object on a truck covered 
by tarp. (Stone)

30-40 ft-long object on a truck, or “about 30 feet in 
diameter”.

13. Inaccessible Witness told “all attempts to get the object 
open had failed”. (Gordon)

Scientists had trouble getting inside the saucer.

14.  Source was ET Witness told the object was a “spaceship”. 
(Gordon)

Witness alleged decoded messages said craft was “in-
terplanetary”.

15. Alien bodies “At least two bodies were inside”. (Gordon)  
    

First investigator claimed that “bodies of six little men 
were found” and taken to Wright Field; the key witness 
reported rumors of crashes with bodies.

TABLE 1 - fifteen curious similarities in two tales from one city
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Scully 1950 Columbus 1954 (source: Moseley)

1. Destination Shipped to Dayton. (p. 136) First investigator said events were at Wright Field; 
“Miss Y” said destination was Wright-Patterson.

2. Transport “Transported in Army trucks... to Dayton, Ohio.”: 
(p. 172)

“Trucked to Wright Field”.

3. WAC Scully calls for a WAC in Army Intelligence to give 
info on  how aliens lived in saucers.  (p. 182)

Witness first said to be a WAC at Wright Field with 
access to codes.  This was untrue.

4. Scientist A “Government scientist” (“Dr. Gee”) was brought 
in to  examine the saucer. (p. 37)

One scientist was brought in  from another 
base.

5. Size of saucer 36-ft in diameter unmanned   disk. (pp. 23 
& 172)       

30-40 ft unmanned saucer, or “about 30 feet in 
diameter”.

6. Source of saucer “...did not come from any part of this Earth. “ (p. 
23)

“Extra-terrestrial...interplanetary.” (Moseley 
1954)

7. Comparison to photos 
in print

Looked like the object in the  1950 McMin-
nville, Or., pix in LIFE. (p. 26)

“Looked like the newspaper drawings I had seen 
of flying  saucers.”

8. No “crash” “They did not crash, and in only one ship was 
there any imperfections.” (“Dr. Gee”: p . 
168)

 “The saucer hadn’t really crashed...”

9. Emergency fail-safe on 
saucer to prevent crash.

“Ships set on automatic float  in case any-
thing happened to the pilots.” (“Dr. Gee”: p. 40)    

“...having floated gently to the ground due to a 
‘lack of magnetic power on which they  run”.

10. Saucer emitted radio 
signal.

A tiny radio “Emitted a sing- song note 
15 minutes past the hours.” (“Dr. Gee”: p. 40).  “A 
small, pilotless disk-shaped job equipped with...
television or impulse transmitter”. (p. 29)

A radio regularly gave off beeps.

11. Interior inaccessible. Could not see door. (p. 29)    “No protrusions...”

12.  Saucer assembly “Assembled in segments...fitted in grooves.” (p. 
132)           
        

“...other than a rim where the upper and lower 
halves...met...appeared to be made of pieces of 
metal riveted  together.”

13. No fasteners. No rivets, bolts, screws. (p. 25) “Couldn’t see any rivets.”

14. One way glass “Portholes which they can see out but nobody 
can see in...half-silvered to stop cosmic rays.”     
(p. 182)

“Not like ours...portholes of one way glass not 
visible from outside.”

15. Metallurgy “Two metals unknown to us...(p. 23)...not...
found...on this planet.” (Dr. Gee”: p. 180)

“One or more alloys not found on this planet.” 
(NEXUS)

16. Inaccessible “Would have spent months getting in...One ship 
defied all efforts to get inside despite the use of 
$35,000 worth of diamond bits.” (Dr. Gee”: p.29)

Scientists had trouble getting in.

17. Magnetic propulsion Saucer was “driven by magnetic power”. (“Dr. 
Gee”: p. 40)       

 “Magnetic power on which they run.”

18.Alien Bodies 34 little men were found dead and outside three 
disks.(“Dr. Gee”: p.22)    

First investigator said “six little men” were found. 
Witness claimed rumors of other crashes with 
bodies.

19. Panic prevention Secrecy was to avoid panic. Secrecy was to avoid panic.

TABLE 2 - PARALLELS BETWEEN 1950 SCULLY AND 1954 COLUMBUS CRASH TALES
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About the Herschel Effect and 

the text “The Belgian wave and 

the photos of Ramillies”

by Roger Paquay

Editor note: I tried to keep Mr. Paquay’s article in its 
original form.  I only edited as much as I felt necessary 
to fix any problems with syntax.

The fact that PM, the witness that took 
the Petit-Rechain (PR) picture revealed 

that this picture was a hoax completely 
changes some conclusions made by Au-
guste Meessen (AM) in his text(1). And 
from this fact I had to revisit his text. This 
fact conduct to this second answer.

This second answer will show how my 
text are distorted or misinterpreted. 
Phrases and ideas were taken out of con-
text and so they had not the same mean-
ing. I must replace them in their context. 
Moreover new data on PR picture invali-
date the conclusions of AM.

In an article “The Belgian wave and the 
photos of Ramillies” (1) that can be found 
on www.meessen.net , Mr Meessen try to 
show that my arguments to say the Her-
schel effect is not necessary to explain 
the Ramillies picture are futile.

He writes (p 18) (1): 

It is true that we have no direct evidence 
of an emission of IR light by the triangular 
object at Ramillies but we got convergent 
indirect evidence. This is usually sufficient 
in Science.

But he does not precise these indirect el-
ements, the only given is the experiment 
on Herschel effect.

He adds (p 18) (1): 

Mr Paquay tend to defend his plane hy-
pothesis and tries therefore to show my 
experiment was irrelevant, but he makes 
two important errors. The first one is to 
claim “the Herschel effect is weak, in the 
laboratory it required 150 watt at 30 cm 
, without the lens”. He seems to ignore the 
glass is transparent to IR as well as visible 
light…….”

I answered on this argument: I know very 

well that glasses are transparent to IR 
from 700 nm to 2400 nm. But what he 
omits to say is that, in mails exchanged 
in 2006, I asked him, in order to have 
a significant experience, to make it in 
the same conditions that these of the 
observation: IR source placed at distanc-
es between 300 m and 1500 m, the ap-
paratus in the same configuration, same 
film 1600 ASA, same diaphragm, same 
exposure time 1/125 sec, lenses on the 
apparatus.

When a scientific laboratory tries to 
verify an experiment he must do it in 
the same experimental  conditions.

Weakness of the Herschel effect: in the 
laboratory it required 150 watt at 30 cm 
without the lens. If the engine emitted 
IR , as Meessen say, in all directions, thus 
a non laser emission, the front of wave 
would be spherical . This implies the en-
ergy received on a little square surface 
decrease as the square of the distance . 
Thus if 150 watt are necessary at 30 cm 
and are used for the experiment, the en-
ergy on the film at 300 m would be divid-
ed by 1000000 (one million) and at 1500 
m by 25000000 (25 million) if we use the 
same power. Then we are at a very weak 
level, weaker then the ambient IR.  

Moreover he always says I defend my 
plane hypothesis and this is not the 
case. I use the data given by the wit-
nesses and these data give dimensions 
that correspond with plane dimen-
sions. I  had indicate that all dimen-
sion between 12 and 60 m could match 
with the correspondent distance be-
tween 300 and 1500 m , but AM avoid 
to look this part of the text, part that 
show there are more than a plane hy-
pothesis.

AM continues (p 18-19) (1):

The second error is that he believes that if 
the object had emitted sufficiently strong 
IR light, it should have heated the skin of 
the witness. They would have felt it.

Comment: With 150 watt at 30 cm you 
feel the heat on the skin!!!

In a document from 27/09/2006 AM 
wrote:

You think that, if the flying engine had 

emitted IR light with enough intensity to 
erase the latent image, the witnesses had 
to feel a wave of heat. You ask me to redo 
the experiment with an IR source several 
hundred meters faraway.

In fact we don’t know, nor you nor me 
how the ufo had proceeded. For simplicity 
I supposed the ufo could have lighted the 
whole landscape (scenery) with IR light in 
a continuous way, But it is sufficient to 
accept there was sufficient IR light in the 
lens at the same moment the picture was 
taken in visible light.

Comment: this text shows many suppo-
sitions that are unverifiable.(I suppose!, It 
is sufficient to accept!!)

To justify the heat feeling could not hap-
pen, A M speaks now of Led technology 
that did not exist in 1990 and his experi-
ence did not use Led. Moreover he adds 
now the necessity of simultaneous emis-
sion of UV. We know that glasses are 
opaque to UV and this was demon-
strated in the Acheroy report for the 
PR picture.

On 27/07/2011 the witness  that took the 
Petit-Rechain picture recognized in the 
medias, TV and press , that the PR picture 
is a hoax.

So there could not have been UV emis-
sion in this case, no propulsion or ori-
entation engine by means of plasmas 
and UV, no advanced technology, no 
ionization of the air round the engine 
by plasma effect.

It seems evident that the whole argumen-
tation based on UV emitted by engine in 
the Petit-Rechain picture falls down and 
the phrase (page20) (1)“ … this yields 
strong photographic traces, as demon-
strated in our analysis of the Petit-Rechain 
color slide” has no more signification.

So you cannot put forward p24 (1) that 
ufo propulsion involve plasma effect 
(page 24 “The required UV light result from 
pulsed ionization belonging to the propul-
sion system”) since this conclusion comes 
from the PR picture that is a hoax.

It would be time to see the conse-
quences of this hoax. The whole con-
clusion of this analysis by different 
people and labs must be considered as 
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swered on the two sites about this (3). It is 
inadmissible to deliver false assertion to 
discredit someone. 

Sorry for the Ramillies picture, the ele-
ments and photo you edited in this text 
show clearly that the engine is correctly 
photographed and that the absence of 
other points then the lights, five and 
not four!!, is explainable , the sky was 
dark and could not act on the film, thus 
this part of the film was totally underex-
posed.  My conclusion will stay the same: 
the Herschel effect is not necessary to ex-
plain the Ramillies picture.

See my  precedent answer on the two 
sites, on SUNlite 3.3, May-June 2011 and 
euroufo on 18/04/11.(3)

About the shape of the engine in Ra-
millies: AM avoid to speak about the 
photomontage that was joined to my 
article. 

This photomontage shows exactly the 
same arc that the drawing made by the 
witnesses in Ramillies. Why avoid to com-
pare the two? 

About this picture of Ramillies I had sig-
nalled to Patrick Ferryn and mr Meessen 
in a mail dated 12/12/2006 that “implicit 
elements in this case had been forgotten”. 
Here below the extract from this mail:

What I said is that there was in the Ramil-
lies observation one element non cited by 
the witnesses. I verified the validity of this 
“hidden element” in the ad hoc literature. 
The three witnesses had the possibility 
to furnish this element, and you had to 
think  to it because it is implicit with the 
other data. I will not transmit it to you but, 
if one day I must edit it, the reaction will 
be: “how is it possible that Mr Meessen did 
not saw this detail?”. Detail that change 
immediately the perspective on this case.

This implicit element was a characteristic 
of the lens, “the angle of view from the 
lens”; immediately you also calculate the 
angle of view for the engine (“estimated 
dimension )/ “estimated distance”, angle 
of view that must be  the same as the an-
gle of view of the image given by (dimen-
sion of image)/ focal distance. This was 
not the case. These elements showed 
immediately there was contradiction be-
tween the estimated distance and the es-

“non existent”. In the same way all the 
other case that used these conclusions 
to be explained must be revisited or 
considered as problematic. But you 
don’t prove the ETH origin of the en-
gine!!

On page 12 (1) you indicate that I used 
the altitude in place of the distance , this 
change effectively the distance by 1.414. 
Nevertheless the photographer says he 
took four pictures in 1’30’’. Which of these 
four picture was taken under an angle of 
45° ? It is not indicated so we can doubt 
the estimation of the distance. The four 
pictures cannot have been taken at 45°, 
only one can.

But if I use 300 x 1.414 the distance be-
come 424 m. This data change the angle 
from 11.2 to 8.02°. With this value my 
conclusion is the same: 

“the angle of view of the engine impeach 
him to be seen entirely in the viewer. In-
deed, the horizontal field of view from 
the 300 mm lens is 7°.” 

The estimated distance by the witnesses 
remains false.

You then calculate the hyperfocal to show 
the distance is close from 500 or 600 m. 
But this calculation give no indication: 
the hyperfocal is used in photography to 
obtain the greater sharpness zone, zone 
between the closest sharp point and the 
more distant sharp point. The setting to 
use the hyperfocal does not place the 
setting at infinity as you say, there is a 
different setting depending from the dia-
phragm aperture. You cannot determine 
a distance with the move of the lens. On 
a 300 mm lens the move to go from 50 m 
to infinite as focusing takes only 3 mm . 

Moreover, p 9 (1), you wrote: “All pictures 
were taken with a setting at infinity.” 
This implies the hyperfocal was not used 
to have the greater field of sharpness.

You say the lowest value of the distance 
would thus be close to 600 m and the 
altitude could be as low as 425 m which 
is compatible with the estimated upper 
limit of 500 m. 

If you read VOB 1 p 420 bottom, you find 
“the declaration of the witnesses”:

We admit that the object flied above 
us at an altitude close to 300 m rather 
then 500 m. His wingspan is compara-
ble to that of a 747.

About the drawings: you must see that 
drawing “a” by Patrick Ferryn differ from 
drawing “c” by Jose Fernandez.

On page 13 (1) you write: 

His only justification of the plane hypoth-
esis was he observed the landing lights 
of an approaching B747 (at the airport 
of Bierset, near Liège). At a distance of 15 
or 20 km he saw a single light. When the 
plane approached he saw 2 then 4 lights. 
This happened also at Ramillies but does 
not prove the object was a plane.

You try to make think I had made only 
one observation in Bierset. This is not the 
case and Bierset has nothing to do in this 
discussion. The photomontage I joined 
to the Ramillies case was taken from my 
home in Waremme where I can observe 
this fact nearly each day since many years. 
My home is situated under the aerial path 
for approaching planes each night when 
the wind is in the good direction. The 
photomontage was already done before 
I visited Bierset where you could see the 
observation each 45 sec at about 11 pm. 

In 2003, a long time before I visit Bierset, 
I discussed different cases  of the Belgian 
wave with Pierre Magain and showed 
him my conclusions on the Ramillies 
case. These conclusion did not changed 
since this time.

You say my airplane hypothesis is unreal-
istic and unable to explain the observed 
facts. But you don’t prove it seriously. It is 
your conclusion that proves you cannot 
accept one people contest your conclu-
sions. You are not the only one that can 
think rigorously.

And you are not the only holder of the 
“TRUTH” as you try to make belief when 
you write “We restore the truth”, your truth 
you want to impose by intimidation , ma-
nipulation of my texts, false accusations.

On page 20 (1) A M insinuate that the 
text I edited on Euroufonet and on Sun-
lite about the Ramillies picture contains 
calculations errors. This assertion is false.  
This is pure defamatory affirmation . I an-
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timated dimension of the engine. More-
over this showed immediately that the 
engine was far away then the estimated 
distance or was smaller than estimated.

This was the reason I decided to analyze 
this case.

You may remark that Mr. Meessen avoid 
to speak about this fact. He does prefer 
to speak about “my negativistic attitude” . 
This assertion shows that he don’t accept 
other ideas then his own ideas.

We also can see that the same ele-
ments as in the Ramillies picture were 
neglected in the analysis of the Petit-
Rechain picture, the angle of view of 
the lenses and the angular dimension 
of what was seen on the picture. These 
elements showed since the beginning 
the PR picture was a hoax. Moreover 
there were many other arguments de-
veloped.

The analysis of Petit-Rechain picture can 
be found on Sunlite 3.2 , March-April 
2011.(4)

On page 21 (1) you write: 

The frontal arc was luminous and visible 
in the viewfinder up to its edge. This was 
not an illusion as Roger Paquay dared to 
claim.

I don’t speak of an illusion for the view 
trough the viewfinder . 

I wrote: 

The drawing at point C shows a curved 
shape, pure mental interpretation (paréi-
dolia), that occurs when an observer men-
tally links points of light that are separate 
in a dark sky.

I was speaking about the drawing!!! More-
over the photomontage I joined showed 
exactly the same thing as the drawing 
and gave also the impression of a con-
tinuous arch. This is pure “optical illusion” 
due to mental interpretation. 

A magnificent example of this type of il-
lusion is called “ Illusion de Kanisza” you 
can find on the web, just type “illusion de 
Kanisza” in Google and you will find it. This 
illusion is made with three points placed 
in a triangular position . When you look 

these three points you see a non existing 
figure, a triangle. Moreover this triangle 
seems to be above the points plane (this 
fact is not yet explained).

In his conclusion  he said (P22) (1): 

They distort the facts, to adapt them to 
their belief or preconceptions.

Then (p 23) (1) 

...he does not want to accept facts that are 
contrary to his preconceptions or belief. 

You add that in Ramillies I distorted the 
fact. This is not the case I used the data 
given by the witnesses and search what 
they can say to us without preconcep-
tion. You don’t agree the conclusions that 
differ from yours. But I never present as 
“FACTS” ideas that can only be “HYPOTH-
ESIS” as you do. 

Explain why the localization you gave in 
your text differs from the localization that 
can be found in VOB1! This is distortion 
of data and this distortion is not done by 
me.

In your text “The Belgian wave and the 
photos of Ramillies” (1) you continuous-
ly distort and manipulate my texts and 
present them as there were false. You 
omit knowingly data and remarks I did 
because they implied other conclusion 
then yours. It is an inadmissible way of 
work.

In your document page 19 (1) you write: 

Mr. Paquay claimed also that the Herschel 
hypothesis is not very probable and incon-
sistent with the data, since the emission 
of IR light would require a very advanced 
technology. 

It is not what I said: here you will find my 
text from November 2005, he showed 
that this explanation needed that AM 
made hypothesis and I cited them:

As preamble I wrote:

This explanation of the lack of image by 
Herschel effect is contestable for many 
reasons we shall evoke.

This hypothesis (done by A M) presup-
pose a certain number of assertions non 

verifiable, postulatum, or is in contra-
diction with data given by the witnesses.

The Ufo is equipped with an ad-1. 
vanced technology.*

The Ufo 2. knows he is observed and 
photographed.

The Ufo  can emit an IR light in a pe-3. 
riod shorter then 1/125 s and send it 
on the camera lens, or it emit the IR 
light continuously in all directions. 
By this way it would be detectable 
by military satellites. But this did not 
happen despite the extreme sensi-
bility of the IR detectors and, since 
the distance, it would need   an emis-
sion power more greater then  the 
150 watt used in laboratory at  a very 
short distance.  This emission would 
give an intense impression of heat 
on the witnesses and they don’t sig-
nal it.

If a Herschel effect had existed, how 4. 
explain the four non erased points 
on the negative. How in these condi-
tions speak of an erased photo?

*It is A. M. that write on p 1 (1) of his 
text: “The central difficulty is that UfOS 
displays a very advanced technology, 
suggesting an ET origin”

This assertion is a postulatum, non 
verifiable assertion that can only be 
presented as “Hypothesis” and not as 
“Fact”.

I add now that the original picture you 
present in your document show clearly 
five , and not four, non erased points, the 
whole environment is non exposed be-
cause it is the dark sky.

In a mail in French language dated 
27/11/2006 I wrote to AM and asked the 
following questions : 

About the Herschel effect, I wait for an an-
swer to the following questions :

It needed to you 150 watt IR power at 1. 
30 cm and without lens, what power 
would be necessary to obtain the same 
result at 1500 m and with the lens ?

How do you explain that on an “erased” 2. 
picture you can find four non erased 
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sion and the distance are unknown. As 
I showed it, the distance was about 1500 
m, 5 times far away then estimated. In this 
case the speed was underestimated by a 
factor 5. So the speed is more probably 
5x100 or 5x150, 500 to 750 km/h and this 
match perfectly with a plane. Moreover 
at this distance the details of structure 
cannot be seen.

In your conclusion, p 22 (1), you write: 

They treat the witnesses and investigators 
as if they were liars or fools. 

This assertion is completely a nonsense. 

We never treat the witnesses of liars or 
fools. We always say we agree the wit-
nesses saw something strange they did 
not know or understand. So we never  
say “Ufo cannot exist”. We add that, the 
recovered data, permit different inter-
pretations that don’t constitute attacks 
against someone but may be discussed 
and compared with yours. But we never 
try to discredit someone as you do con-
tinuously. Moreover we search without 
preconception. What we find is in contra-
diction with your conclusions. You refuse 
to look our conclusions without precon-
ception. For you the sceptics try to de-
stroy the ETH. 

No we try to find what is behind the 
UFO observations. For the moment 
there is no proof that UFO observed are 
extraterrestrial. This must stay one “HY-
POTHESIS” among others.

On page 23 (1), to negate the PSH, you 
use the argument that the effect of socio-
logical contagion and rumor spreading is 
patently contradicted.

This argument is false because the rumor 
theory is enable to account for the real 
statistical data: the process there is the 
impact of the medias.

 Newspapers and TV were constantly call-
ing for “extraordinary engines in our sky”. 
The statistical study presented in VOB 
2 , when studied for the impact of the 
medias, show: 50% of the observations 
and declarations where done in the four 
first months. Then the media stopped to 
speak of ufos and the number falls down. 
Moreover in VOB1 we can find there was 
an evident effect of the media because 

points? It is illogical. How can you ex-
plain that?

How do you explain the lack of heat 3. 
sensation on the witnesses, since 150 
watt at 30 cm give a heat sensation?

What was the power of the IR projec-4. 
tors to blur and non erase the photo of 
the “Rideau de fer”?

How do you explain that, in summer 5. 
and in the warm areas where tem-
perature exceed 40°, the film are not 
influenced by IR ambient that is im-
portant at this moment and emitted 
by the whole environment? Could the 
answer be that usual films are not very 
sensible to IR?

Why will you not do the experi-6. 
ment in the same real conditions 
as when the photo was taken: same 
distance, presence of the lens, same 
exposure time and same power as I 
suggested it?

He did not answer but suggested I indi-
cated black radiation what is a nonsense. 
Then I replied :

Why don’ you answer the questions on 
Herschel effect? You pretend i made two 
reasoning errors . I never supposed a black 
radiation (as you pretend). You know very 
well that, in summer, the whole environ-
ment emit or reflect IR radiations. Then, 
where is the fault? 

Comment: This IR radiation never affect 
the photos you take in summer!!!

I added:

Your experience proves only the existence 
of the Herschel effect but don’t prove the 
photo was erased by this means. There are 
four non erased points.

Moreover on the photo you present now 
as the real Ramillies photo there are five 
points and not four as in VOB 1. How do 
you explain that? This is distortion of 
data. Who distort?

I continued: 

You assert, always without proving it, that 
I don’t take in account the whole data. You 
also neglect very important data that had 

to be taken in account before to speak of 
erasing by Herschel effect. I let you the 
possibility to find them and I keep them 
for me. If you had taken in account these 
data you had immediately found that the 
witnesses were wrong and you had not to 
invoke a sophisticated explanation when 
a single explanation was sufficient (Prin-
ciple of “Occam’s razor)

The psychologists on basis of very seri-
ous and rigorous experiences arrived at 
the following conclusion:

“When someone don’t know what he is 
seeing, when someone belief to know 
what he will see, the perception is dis-
turbed (distorted).”

This apply perfectly for the Ramillies case 
and to the witnesses effectively. On ba-
sis of an estimation of the distance that 
was false, the witnesses do immediately 
for the heard noise one interpretation 
oriented ETH. “This cannot be a plane 
reactor because the noise is weak an the 
engine is extremely close.” They don’t 
look for the other hypothesis: “The noise 
is weak because the distance is greater 
than our estimation”. Calculation, with 
the witnesses data, shows that the en-
gine is far away, 1500 m in place of 300 
to 500 m. In this case, considering the  
greater distance  and the fact that the 
witnesses say they hear the noise after 
the engine passed behind them it may 
be a reactor noise. This last fact is very 
characteristic of a plane. 

Moreover in VOB1 p 420 you can read: 

I took a fourth photo. It is only at this mo-
ment we heard the whistle typical of a 
reactor. But we unanimously recognize it 
was strangely weak for the low altitude at 
what the object was passing”.  This shows 
an immediate interpretation without en-
visaging the other possibility.

We can also ask how he and the photog-
rapher explain the fact that , on this pho-
to, the dimension of the engine is only 
4,2 mm in place of 12 mm as indicated by 
the photographer.

In page 24 (1) you write this could not be 
a plane because the estimated speed was 
100 to 150 km/h. You know it is impos-
sible to estimate the speed of an en-
gine on the dark sky since the dimen-
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side down teardrop or diamond.3

This UFO was viewed by my boyfriend on 
09/18/2011-that Sunday morning...The 
entire viewing lasted approximately 44 
minutes...He grabbed those binoculars to 
get a closer look and as he focused, he saw 
what looked to be a bright, metallic and 
diamond shaped object...At around 6:44 
A.M., the object itself had still not moved, 
but a smaller object was seen separating 
from the larger,diamond-shaped object. 
The separated object was heading in a 
south-east direction...4

NUFORC also had a few reports:

...Using the binoculars I saw a tear dropped 
shaped object that was approximately 10-
20 times the size of a planet when viewed 
through the same binoculars. The tear 
drop was orientated with the largest part 
of the shape towards the zenith and the 
narrowest point of the shape towards the 
horizon. The shape wasn’t a perfect tear 
drop. Along right hand side from the mid-
point to the bottom there was a slight in-
ward notch on the form... I wanted to rule 
out any planets being in the area so I went 
into the house to look up sky charts. After 
looking at the star charts and ruling out 
the possibility of any planets being in that 
position I returned outside. This was ap-
proximately 6:40am. At that time the tear 
drop shaped object was gone and there 
were two other objects in that area. My 
assumption is that the tear drop shaped 
object broke apart into these objects, but 
without seeing the transition I can’t say 
with certainty.... The event lasted till ap-
proximately 6:55am. I have spent some 
time studying the daytime and nighttime 
sky, as an amateur astronomer.5

At around 6:00 Sunday morning, my hus-
band and I were arriving home after work 
when we noticed the yellowish-white ball 
in the sky to the East. It didn’t seem to 
move just hover in the same spot my hus-
band called the Sheriffs Dept. They went 
out to look and returned to say it was a 
hot air balloon and the morning sun was 
reflecting off it. But after watching it for 
about 40 min. we realized it was no hot 
air balloon. It would have moved at least 
a little....6

About 6 AM I witnessed a circular object 
in the eastern sky. With binoculars it ap-
peared to have a tail. It was brighter than 
the moon and much smaller. At the time 
the moon was more toward the west. No 
other stars were visible. After about 30 

Unsolved UFO         
Mysteries Solved

you write that in February 1990 “ at the si-
lence of the medias correspond a silence of 
our phone”!!! This is evidently an acknowl-
edgement.

It needed 15 supplementary months to 
arrive at 100 % of the data in VOB 2. The 
correlation calculated by EXCell table is “ 
+ 0,92” what is a very high positive value 
showing the evident link between me-
dias and declarations . The detailed study 
can be found under the title: “A statistical 
study of the Belgian wave.”(2)

If you don’t find it I may replace it on eu-
roufo if asked.

You can also find my first answer to the 
Meessen article on the two sites (3) 

To conclude as Carl Sagan stated: “Ex-
traordinary claims requires exceptional 
evidences to be accepted”. But it is to 
whom claims extraordinary fact to prove 
them, what you cannot do. You only do 
“hypothesis” you present as “facts”, what 
they are not.

REF: 

(1): “The Belgian wave and the photos of 
Ramillies »: By A Meessen on  www.mees-
sen.net ,

(2): “A statistical study of the Belgian 
wave” : by R Paquay on  SUNlite 3.1 Janu-
ary-February 2011, and on Euroufo 5 May 
2009)

(3): “Answer to “ The Belgian wave and the 
Ramillies picture” by R Paquay. On Sunlite 
3.3, may-june 2011   and on euroufo on18 
april 2011.

(4): “The Petit-Rechain picture” by R. 
Paquay on SUNlite 3.2, March-April 2011

(5): “Analyse et implications physiques de 
2 photos de la vague belge” by A Mees-
sen on www.meessen.net 

Paquay R. 

Physicist

Directeur honoraire.

Reading all the UFO reports in MUFON 
database and NUFORC can be tiring 

and many of the reports lack so little real 
information.   Many of them appear to be 
explainable and when something inter-
esting happens in the sky, I always look at 
the database to see what kind of reports 
were made.

A research balloon

On the morning of September 18th, 
MUFON received four reports from 

Arizona.  One of them was from an as-
sistant state director of Arizona MUFON. 
Some of the descriptions were interest-
ing:

A single bright light. 6 am in the morning. 
No stars or moon or sun present...I stayed 
out side for about ten minutes and it nev-
er moved...I am 53 years old and I don’t 
spook easily. This thing spooked me.1 

As Assistant State Director for Arizona 
MUFON, I received a call from a witness 
in Tucson (170 miles away) at 6:20 in the 
morning. I then looked outside with bin-
oculars and saw the orb he was talking 
about. It was stationery and had a red lit-
up area on the interior, lower left side. I im-
mediately thought “high altitude balloon” 
but it was perfectly round, no tear-drop 
shape like all I’ve seen before. It started 
“dropping” small lighted pieces of itself, 
then larger worm-like, undulating pieces 
which floated and very slowly descend-
ed, all the time twisting and tumbling. I 
watched 3 of these things fall from it, then 
they disappeared. After watching the 
large orb for 30 minutes through binocu-
lars, and after I had come inside the house 
for 5 minutes, when I went back outside it 
was MUCH smaller and was moving to the 
north and slowly descending. After 5 more 
minutes of watching, it disappeared com-
pletely from sight.2

...It was way too big to be a star...It was 
in the eastern sky slightly to the south of 
the rising sun. I think it stayed rather sta-
tionary as it grew in size until it took off 
upward. Through binoculars it seemed 
transparent and then solid. I could see 2 
or 3 pinpricks of light on it. These lights 
may have been moving...It disappeared 
at about 6:30 to 6:45... It looked like an up-
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minutes it appeared even more round and 
slightly larger like it was getting closer. It 
appeared to have small spots.7

The Assistant state director for Arizona 
MUFON got it right on their initial guess 
for the object’s identity.   However, this 
individual failed to pursue the event by 
examining the object closely and seeing 
if a research balloon was in the air at the 
time.  The other witnesses seemed to be 
hitting near the target at their guesses 
but chose to file a UFO report with orga-
nizations, who seem to do little follow-
up.  The source of this UFO was a research 
balloon launched from Fort Sumner, New 
Mexico  (The Cosmic Foreground Explor-
er - COFE) the day before and it landed 
near Case Grande Arizona at 1418Z (7:18 
MST) on the 18th of September.  

Photographer John Kittelsrud saw the 
UFO and took this image with a telepho-
to lens.  Apparently, he was able to deter-
mine what the object was with his cam-
era and did not need to file a UFO report. 
You can see more of his photography at:

http://www.flickr.com/photos/team-
droid/

The lesson here is that these descrip-
tions are consistent with a research bal-
loon and a check of  NASA’s web site for 
their Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility 
would have readily identified the culprit.

Bright fireballs

There were two very bright fireballs in 
the last two months. The first occurred 

on September 14th and was widely vis-
ible over the southwestern US.  NUFORC’s 
Peter Davenport commented, 

Two witnesses in Phoenix reported that 
the object was almost theapparent size of 
the Moon, and that it had been visible for 
an estimated 45-50 seconds. If those time 
estimates are correct, almost certainly, the 
object was not a meteor. Meteors typically 
are traveling at 12-50 statute miles per 
second, when they first enter the atmo-
sphere, which makes a meteor sighting of 
that duration quite unlikely.8

Davenport should understand that peo-
ple often make errors in estimating du-
ration of meteors. Suggesting that this 
should invalidate the meteor explanation 
is being naive. 

One of NUFORC’s reports included com-
ments that a plane was reported to have 
crashed into the Lake Elsinore and had 
caused some fires.  A helicopter sent 
to the area saw no crash and no fires.  
Hmmm.....this story sounds vaguely fa-
miliar!!!

Had Mr Davenport looked at the Ameri-
can Meteor Society’s Fireball log, he 
would have seen over a hundred reports 
to suggest that these estimates were in 
error.  This fireball was as bright as the full 
moon and was recorded on video.  It is in-
teresting to compare the UFO reports in 
the NUFORC database and the fireball re-
ports made to the American Meteor So-
ciety (AMS).  There is a noticeable differ-
ence in how the reports are written and 
which database contains data that can be 
actually evaluated. 

On October 6th, there was another bright 
fireball (full moon brightness again) vis-
ible from the southeastern US.  Once 
again, Peter Davenport missed the obvi-
ous clue that the object was probably a 
meteor  because it was visible over a large 
area.  He posted the following headline 
on the NUFORC web site:

MULTIPLE DRAMATIC SIGHTINGS WIT-
NESSED OVER FLORIDA AND GEORGIA9

There was no mention of the source be-
ing possibly a meteor.   Of course, the 
American Meteor Society’s fireball log 
listed over fifty fireball reports made at 
the same time from the states of Missis-
sippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida. The 
lesson learned here is that anytime multi-
ple UFO sightings occur over a large area, 
it is probable that it was a bright meteor 
or decaying space debris.   
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UFOs on the 
tube

Unidentified Flying Nazis

I watched an episode of Dark Matters: 
Twisted but true that mentioned the 

Kecksburg UFO crash. The show made 
a very weak effort to link the NAZI UFO 
myth with Kecksburg.  One has to won-
der why Germany lost the war if they had 
such advanced technology.  It sounds 
more like a Captain America Comic book 
story or something from  “Castle Wolfen-
stein”.  

The segment starts with John Murphy in-
terviewing a “fireman”, who supposedly 
saw the glowing  “bell-shaped” object 
and then had to leave the area when the 
army threw them out.  While the show 
presents this as factual, Murphy never 
stated this happen in any recording or 
written document.  It is assumed that he 
experienced these things based on sto-
ries told decades later.

This is followed by another inaccurate 
claim that plain clothes men came into 
the studio and confiscated tape record-
ings Murphy had made.  As expected, 
the show then points toward his death 
as suspicious. 

When the meteor explanation was pre-
sented, the producers countered it with 
“UFO expert” Richard Dolan, who repeat-
ed the completely invalid claim made by 
Ivan Sanderson that the object in the sky 
was too slow to be a meteor.  Mr. Dolan 
went on to suggest that UFOs had a Nazi 
connection, which segued into a bizarre 
story about a Nazi bell that could oper-
ate at incredible speeds. This “bell”  was 
said to have operated using anti-gravity.  
The program implies the object and its 
creator mysteriously disappeared at the 
end of the war.  Ultimately, creator and 
bell made it to the United States where, 
while testing the Nazi bell (over the heav-
ily populated eastern US), it crashed into 
Kecksburg!

The show asks the viewer to decide if it 
was a meteor or a crashed Nazi craft but 
it never gave any support to the meteor 
explanation. I was disappointed that 
this program appeared on the “science 
channel”, which really has some good 
programs. This program was not one of 
them.

Book Reviews
Buy it! (No UFO library should do 
without it)
Shockingly close to the truth - 
James Moseley and Karl Pflock
This book is more an entertaining read 
than informative.  While many UFO 
books like to go into details about myste-
rious events in the sky, Moseley concen-
trates more on the human aspects. His 
story about his travels across the country 
early in his UFOlogical career is highly 
amusing (as were his years in Peru).  This 
book is a time machine into the past that 
demonstrates that UFOlogy really hasn’t 
changed much over the decades.  It 
should be found on the bookshelves of 
both skeptics and proponents.

Borrow it. (Worth checking out of 
library or borrowing from a friend) 
Project Blue Book- Brad Steiger
This is an interesting book in that it pro-
vides a lot of interesting documents as-
sociated with Project Blue Book.  Most 
noteworthy are the Zamora, Mantell, and 
Arnold sections.  Many  of these docu-
ments can be found on-line, which makes 
the book somewhat useless.  However, at 
least it puts all of the documents in one 
location.   You may or may not want it in 
your library but it is a good reference.

Bin it!  (Not worth the paper it is 
written upon - send to recycle bin)
Flying saucers - serious business - 

Frank Edwards.

I recall reading this book back in the early 
1970s and just blindly accepting most of 
what was written.  Time has changed my  
opinions about UFOs as well as the con-
clusions in this book. It is amusing to see 
some of his claims and predictions and 
how they did not come to fruition.   It ap-
pears that Edwards like to work mostly 
with questionable sources and rumors 
than actual facts.  He would then jump 
to wild theories based on this “informa-
tion”.  I have it on my shelf but it really of-
fers nothing for the reader other than a 
glimpse into the past.
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Affordable UFO recording 
equipment

Last issue, I mentioned that the only 
thing I liked in “UFOs on the record” 

was Doug Trumball’s idea about UFO 
cameras. It mirrors what I had previously 
stated in SUNlite.  Recently, I noticed that 
ORION telescopes seems to have a cou-
ple of cameras that might be suitable for 
UFO photography.

The first camera is under $1,000 and is 
an all-sky camera that might be worth 
monitoring the skies for those mile-wide 
(or larger) low 
flying trian-
gular craft.  It 
certainly could 
be used to tri-
angulate the 
position of a 
UFO from two 
or more sta-
tions. It is good 
for low light im-
agery.  

The other camera is $500 and is a deep 
space video camera that shoots low light 
subjects. Attached to a standard camera 
lens (There appears to be that capabil-
ity although it 
is not clearly 
stated), it can 
record faint 
stars and any 
UFOs that 
cross the field 
of view.  

Even more amazing is the software “Op-
tic-tracker” which can be used with any 
Go-To type telescope.  Watch the video 
at http://www.optictracker.com/Home.
html. In those images, one can see a tele-
scope automatically track and record air-
planes in flight. It also works on satellites 
like the ISS.  Wouldn’t this work effective-
ly on UFOs at night and day?  Imagine no 
more blurry and erratic UFO videos!

Many in UFOlogy seem to want to focus 
their efforts on examining the same old 
cases over and over again. Sixty years 
of this has demonstrated little is accom-
plished by this.  It is time for UFOlogists 
to step up to the plate and find ways to 
get real data that can be analyzed. The 
technology is available. What is stopping 
them?

http://www.optictracker.com/Home.html
http://www.optictracker.com/Home.html

